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FROM THE EDITOR

This year of 2007 the Dominican Order offers its thanks to God, to Mary and to

Dominic for 800 years of contemplative life, surviving and more than surviving, singing!

amidst all the vicissitudes and blessings of eight centuries that we are blest indeed in having

a Dominican vocation. In this issue of Dominican Monastic Search our sisters and our

brothers, as well, offer us their reflections and share with us the grace that our Blessed

father Dominic has given them: that they too, are surviving and indeed, singing of the

wisdom and love that reaches from end to end, mightily and sweetly.

Our articles begin with a powerful letter on "Devotion to St. Dominic, written in 1935,

but certainly it is not dated. There is a great poem by one of our brothers; a tribute to

Dominic as "Man of the Eucharist;" a scholarly study, Part I
- "Catching Fire from Dominic's

Vision;" a poem to remind us of the heart of our life; a fine presentation on Human Dignity by

a new contributor (welcome, Sr. Mary Dominic of Lufkin, TX); a perceptive and researched

paper on our Dominican Profession; a fitting poem on Mary's Alabaster Vase; Part I of a

translation of a history of the Virgin of San Sisto; a Reflection and encouragement to delve

into the wisdom of Scripture; a fine critique of Jeremiah as the "incarnation of the Prophetic

Message, given us by another new contributor (welcome, Sr. Anna Marie of Elmira, MY). We
have more! there is a fine presentation of the great theologians and churchmen of the early

Monastic Movement; and least you be tired of reading, there are four short homilies to wet
your curiosity and desire to think and pray a bit more on this! The finale is a precious tribute

to mirth - that gift of God which Dominicans should ever witness too, for the next 800 years!

My deep thanks to each and all of these writers, to Sr. Corde Maria, of North Guilford

and Sr. Mary Grace of the Bronx for all the art work they have graciously allowed us to use,

to my production genius, Sr. Clara Marie, and to my co-editors, Sr. Dominic of Elmira and Sr.

Mary Magdalen of Farmington Hills whom we welcome on board of our little ship to help us

in the rough seas of editing! We lost to the Indian Ocean and Continent our beloved co-

editor of many years, Sr. Mary of the Savior. She was sent to Kerala, India last June, 2006
to assist a new venture of Dominican Contemplative Life there. We thank Sister profoundly

for the enormous help she has most generously given Dominican Monastic Search for many
years. Dominic be with you, now, dear Sister Mary of the Savior!

We encourage each of you and especially our younger sisters, those of you who are

in the Study Program, to share your insights and enthusiasm with all of us as we walk

together in Dominic's garden. May we ever be faithful and know Dominic's vision, joy and
fire.

Sr. Mary Vincent, O.P.

Coordinating Editor

Farmington Hills, Ml





DEVOTION TO SAINT DOMINIC

J. Marie-Etienne Vayssiere, O.P.

Translated by Sister Mary Regina, O.P.

West Springfield, MA

Father J. Marie-Etienne Vayssiere (1864-1940) as the Provincial of Toulouse wrote this

Circular letter to the Friars of his Province on the occasion of the Seventh Centenary of the

Canonization of St. Dominic. His purpose was to awaken and encourage in the hearts of the

brothers of the Order of Preachers, devotion to St. Dominic.

FOUNDATIONS

Studied in the truth of history, no physiognomy of a saint appears more pleasing and

harmonious than that of Dominic. The enemies of the Church in their hatred, it is true, have

tried to defame him, and popular imagination, led astray by incessant calumnies, have never

seen the gentle Patriarch of the Preachers except in relation to instruments of torture and

the fiery stake. But, is there need to say, the truth is at the opposite point of view. In the

distant Xlllth century, there was not one among his contemporaries who appeared as

amiable and attractive as this poor one of Christ, this humble and indefatigable missionary of

the Truth, walking on foot, with a beggar's wallet over his shoulder, singing the canticles of

the Virgin, weeping over the lot of sinners, kneeling at the entrances of cities and asking the

Lord with tears not to chastise them because of his sins: a living image of the meek and

humble of heart Savior of the world, passing through the midst of men and doing them good.

The Natural Features of Our Blessed Father

The portrait traced by Blessed Jordan of our Blessed Father is not less attractive.

"He possessed such purity of life, such a great movement of divine fervor, such an

impetuous elan towards God, that he was truly a vessel of honor and grace. Nothing

troubled the equanimity of his soul, unless it was compassion for the misfortunes of his

neighbor. The beauty and joy of his features were drawn from his interior serenity which was
never obscured by the least movement of anger. His goodness won all hearts. As soon as

one met him, he felt himself irresistibly drawn towards him. He welcomed everyone to the

heart of his charity; loving all men, he was loved by all. He gave the night to God and the

day to his neighbor. Nothing seemed more natural to him than to rejoice with the joyful and

to weep with those who wept. Never was there the least shadow of duplicity in his behavior

and nothing equaled his simplicity of heart. Who could ever attain the virtue of this man?
We can easily admire him but to reproduce what he has done pertains only to a singular

grace that God gives to those whom He wills to elevate to the summits of sanctity."

The Human Glory of St. Dominic

Should we then be astonished that people were drawn toward St. Dominic? Is this

not the secret of his influence throughout the ages, even to our days? It is the same with the

heavenly perfume which at the hour of the translation of his relics elated with ineffable

delights those who bore witness to it. The aroma of his sanctity and the sweetness of his

grace have never ceased to attract and conquer souls throughout the ages. History echoes



this in its diversity of voices: that of the popes and great ones of the earth, of the small and

the humble, voices of the people, of poets and artists, of the eloquent and of all those who
here below were able to vibrate and sing in unison to celebrate Dominic and to make us see

in him one of the highest messengers of divine love on earth, one of the most venerated

patriarchs ever to honor the Church.

But this human glory, the admiration, and whatever joyous pride they may awaken in

the heart of his sons, could never be the true support of their devotion and the profound

source of their love and their confidence. The glory of St. Dominic has a higher origin and
ought to be established on a more solid foundation. The true glory of the saints appears first

all when the church honors them in her worship and this cult is measured by the radiation of

the divine life in their hearts and in the supernatural mission in which they are invested.

Our Predestination in St. Dominic

Without any doubt, in the formation and development of the Mystical Body of Christ,

the divine goodness is by itself infinitely sufficient. It has no need of any exterior help to

attain its ends; but through love for a creature and to augment his glory and felicity, it has

often pleased Him to appeal for his collaboration, and to associate him as a secondary

cause with His infinite activity. Thus, says St. Thomas, the angels and the superior

hierarchies illumine the angels of the inferior hierarchies. The same law holds in the world of

grace and glory. From the heart of Christ, that divine hearth where it resides in its plenitude,

grace descends and is poured out in the saints according to the measure of the gift to which

they consent. Behold the point of departure of the cult that we owe to St. Dominic.

He is Our Father

Who is Dominic in regard to our faith? He is our Father. God has associated him with

the ineffable mystery of His paternity. The eternal love which, as the principle of all things,

has disposed all with an infinite wisdom, has willed, chosen and predestined us in St.

Dominic. He has made us his children; He has united us to him by an ineffable and vital

bond. It was His will that like Abraham, he would be the father of numerous generations; He
has given him the grace of the patriarchs.

And note well, this paternity is not a simple title of honor. It is accompanied by a

grace proportionate to his great mission; even as God has given to His Christ a plenary

capital grace which from His Heart opens up on the entire Mystical Body, so St. Dominic, like

other Patriarchs of the religious life, has been given this plenitude of grace from which his

descendants should live, a plenitude received from Christ which as his intermediary flows

into the hearts of his children.

Another privilege is this: even as Christ is in the world of the elect, Mediator of

Redemption and of life, so Dominic, always in dependence on Him is for his religious family

a mediator of intercession. He represents his children on high with God, bearing them in the

arms of his tenderness, offering them without ceasing to infinite mercy, as a channel of life

which nourishes them, wisdom which leads and directs them, power that assists them,

tenderness which embraces them incessantly to his heart where like a far off echo, softer no

doubt but very real, there resonates from the great and Eternal Word: "You are my Son, this

day have I begotten You." Behold , this is what Dominic is, behold what we are. He is our

Father and we His children. This is certainly ineffable! and in this certitude what a vivid and



radiant light shines on the relationship which should unite us to him, how powerful and

intimate they appear to us!

And this light is made even more vivid if after having considered the mystery of our

predestination in its principle, we would study the consequences in the future at the last end

of the ages, at that supreme hour when time being no more, the Son will hand over all

royalty to His Father.

Our Glorification in St. Dominic

Sons and daughters of St. Dominic, where will our place be in the splendor of the

saints? In God, without doubt, in Christ who will be all in all things, in Mary, always Mother

on high as she has been here below, and then, I do not hesitate to add, in St. Dominic, in the

heart itself of the glorious Patriarch. The gifts of God are in fact without repentance. His laws

are developed in harmony and in a fidelity guaranteed by His infinite wisdom. Our glory, on

high will itself be the crowning of this grace in which we have been predestined and

conceived. Predestined in St. Dominic, we will be glorified in St. Dominic. The Dominican

family, from all eternity willed and organized by God for a special end in the heart of the

immense family of Christ, after having in time fulfilled its providential role will find itself on

high in the integrity of its first predestination, that is to say in St. Dominic, vivified by his

patriarchal grace, transformed in the splendor of his glory, sheltered in this heart itself where

God placed its origins and where, after having drawn from his life in time, it will taste eternal

rest, and in him and with him sing the everlasting praise. During the days of his mortal life,

says the ancient chronicles, in the hours of the psalmody and of prayer in the midst of the

choir, the voice of Dominic rose, ardent and enkindled, to draw along and lift up the brothers.

He loved to repeat "Viriliter, fratres!" And on this day of unending praise, in the embrace of

the eternal and supreme psalmody, is not our devotion and faith permitted to contemplate

Dominic once more in his flaming voice, in the rhythm of his heart and of his gestures,

drawing along his children in the embrace of the canticle of eternal love?

Our Vocation and Life in St. Dominic

Behold our eternity, in Dominic and with Dominic forever. You understand the

conclusion. Do not these visions of eternity place our life in time in a decisive and victorious

light? Is not glory but the opening and elevation of grace to its highest power? The intimacy

of our union with St. Dominic, prepared by our predestination and living in the eternal years,

can it not tell us better than all reasoning how profound ought to be in time and how vigorous

ought to be preserved the bond of devotion and love formed by God Himself to attach us

strongly and forever to our Blessed Father?

And this duty appears not less urgent in the light of a new consideration that cannot

be forgotten. Remember, our Dominican vocation has been bought and realized by St.

Dominic at the price of the greatest sacrifices.

When, in fact, in the course of his apostolic journeys Dominic, alone and saddened
by the sight of the triumphant heresy, went through the plains of Languedoc; when mocked,

contradicted, persecuted, he traveled sending heavenwards the great cry of his apostolic

soul, "Lord, what will become of sinners?" when on his long trips, leaving his companions to

go on ahead, and conversing heart to heart with his well-beloved Savior, or with loud voice

echoing the plains with the strophes of the Ave Maris Stella or the Veni Creator, what did he

ask of the Divine Spirit and the Queen of the Rosary? No doubt the conversion of the

heretical people who surrounded him, but also we are permitted to think that he asked and



called out with his whole soul for future legions of Preachers, that their work might be

victorious, be perpetuated in the Church and multiply. These lights of the world, athletes of

the faith, Preachers who would be the future workers of the harvest, he saw already on the

horizon lighting up the dawn. For them, without measure and without relaxing he was
prodigal of prayers, fatigue, tears and immolation, in a word, the best of his life.

Behold then where our religious vocation takes birth. After its awakening in God, in

the hearth of eternal love, it gushed forth from the profound depths itself of the soul of

Dominic; we are the children of his heart, the fruit of his prayer, the trophies of his blood.

It follows that in these days of the centenary, in seeing our well-beloved Father so

gloriously exalted, we should not be content to rejoice with a holy and filial pride but let us be

conscious above all of the duty that it imposes. Before the Catholic world that admires and

sings him, let our song resound even more ardently in the depths of our hearts with the filial

tenderness that we owe him. He is our Father, it is in his grace that our Dominican life has

taken birth. Let us be his true children.

CHARACTER OF DEVOTION TO ST. DOMINIC

But how can we express our devotion to St. Dominic? If, for this well-beloved Father,

the heart of his children ought to be on fire, what will be its flame? We will try to speak of it.

In the Grace of the Holy Patriarch

The splendor of a fireplace is measured by the power of its rays, so too the glory of a

founder of an Order is measured by the extent and the perfection of its survival. Their true

triumph is to see the eternal idea in which they have been conceived perpetuate itself down
the years; it is to relive themselves in the souls of their children. It is to be found in them in

truth of their grace and their spirit and in that breath of life which swells in the beating of their

heart. Behold the glory and the joy of Dominic.

After the example of our saints

Such is the ambition which imposes itself on the Dominican soul. An ambition we
love to say, always living and acting in the years of its history; the biography of our saints is

in this point of view very instructive. It is in some way in the path of St. Dominic that they

have advanced in life, in a relationship with him, uniting themselves to him, joined with him in

an incessant desire of growth in perfection. Entering into detail, this would be easy to prove,

but would take us too far off. Let me simply cite a recent example which would speak to the

souls of all among us. It is borrowed from the life of the Reverend Father Cormier whom
many among us have known and loved. In the heart of this venerated Father, St. Dominic

lived an intensity of thought and a truly remarkable love. He looked at him, studied him,

imitated him and relived him; it was his incessant need. "O Dominic," he often said, "come

and live in us." Called to be the successor of St. Dominic in the government of the Order and

seeking for a motto to express the secret of his interior life and the spirit of his being Master

of the Order, he thought of the great words of St. Paul chosen by St. Pius X. As the motto of

his pontificate was "To restore all things in Christ," modifying it in his Dominican grace he

chose: "To restore all things in Dominic," Instaurare omnia in Dominico, that is to enclose all



in his remembrance, to animate all in his spirit, to vivify all in his grace, to consume all in his

charity. What a magnificent ideal to seduce our souls vowed to the same vocation.

And how can it be realized? Here are some means to take:

Living in Remembrance of St. Dominic

1. First of all, we must live habitually in the remembrance of St. Dominic. You know the

proverb: Where love is, there is the eye. The gaze follows instinctively the inclination of the

heart. It is a fact of experience, and each one is able to agree with this truth: that when some
sympathy is awakened in us, without delay or desire to know the object of it, the eye seeks

for it, the thought follows it and we cannot separate ourselves from it.

Behold then, the first character of our devotion to St. Dominic. Is this necessary after

what we have said previously? Should not Dominic, blessed source of our religious vocation,

living form of our holiness forever shine in the light of a faithful and continual remembrance
on our daily journey? Does not this first principle begin in our Dominican life where it should

direct both the whole picture and each detail? Are we sufficiently aware of this? Is it

chimerical to wonder if certain Dominican souls by habit and profession, take this to heart

sufficiently in their relationship with the blessed Father? His thought is far from their

remembrance, his name freezes on their lips, their life is insufficiently impregnated with his

perfume. There are rare exceptions without doubt, but again is this chimerical?

To Keep His Ideal in its Integrity

2. And not only should the Dominican soul not seek her ideal outside of St. Dominic, but

this ideal itself should be preserved and safeguarded with love in its beautiful and virginal

integrity. She ought to take care not to stray from it or to deform it willy-nilly according to her

personal ideas. She ought to accept it just as God made it. It does not behoove a religious to

create an ideal for herself. It has become incarnate by God Himself in the soul of the

founder. The soul of the Father expresses in living features what the soul of his children

should be. To desire to accommodate subjective ideas to the duties of our vocation would be

gravely reprehensible. In vain would we seek under the best pretexts to encourage such a

pretension; be careful lest innovations set aside given traditions. Remain faithful to St.

Dominic on this point. In reality, this is to remain faithful to the Will of God Himself.

To Know this Ideal Profoundly

3. The Dominican ideal carefully preserved and on occasion courageously defended

will urge us on to penetrate and assimilate it all the more profoundly in our soul.

When an artist desires to paint a portrait, he makes the person pose before him, and

he is not content with a quick look, but he takes many long sessions. With greater reason

this long and patient study becomes necessary when it consists in reproducing not only a

portrait of flesh, but of soul, the soul of a saint, the soul of St. Dominic, where the human is

almost effaced and disappears in the splendor of the divine. It should be studied laboriously.

What shall I say? Study itself would not be sufficient. Above human effort the grace of God
is necessary, and prayer should be joined to study. It is above all in recollection and prayer

that the mystery dissipates and in the brilliance of grace the true physiognomy of the saint is

unveiled, to appear in the ravishing splendor of his holiness and virtue.



4. But true devotion cannot be restricted to simple knowledge, no matter how deep it

may be. After satisfying oneself with the sight of the loved object, we desire to be united to

him, to be assimilated to him as perfectly as possible. This is the irresistible tendency of

love: Amicitia pares invenit aut facit.

See, what ought to be realized in the soul of one who loves St. Dominic. She desires

to relive him. It is the great obligation of her vocation. It is glorious, but at the same time

laborious and difficult! Let us not forget St. Dominic dwells on the highest summits, the

summits of God. It is there he has set up his interior and apostolic tent. In his life, God was
not just simple remembrance, a rapid halt, a passing incident, it was his habitual sojourn, a

permanent contact, an incessant communion with all that He is, a flowing forth without end

of his whole being in Him; his life was an avid unending gaze, a desire never satisfied, an

elan forever rising, and in regard to this elan, his soul with all its powers passed, ardent,

famished, finding there its rest and its joy, a joy which at the same time satisfied and

famished, hallowed out and filled him.

This is not all. Even as the life of God is not entirely in the mystery of His intimate

communications but opens up exteriorly in the irresistible elan of infinite goodness, so the

life of Dominic was not exhausted in the divine plenitude which was his lot; there we see it

gushing forth exteriorly in superabundance in his apostolic life, his devouring zeal, and the

conquests of his apostolate.

But the apostolate was always divine in the midst of his human activities however far

his zeal bore it, after the example of the God of his heart Who gave Himself fully without

ever leaving Himself. Dominic gave himself also to souls without ever descending from the

heights where he dwelt, without ever leaving the society of God Whom he possessed.

Always fixed in God, his center and his repose, he was held by heaven the more he was
given to earth. Behold St. Dominic!

A Difficult but Possible Task

Yes, as difficult as the Dominican vocation is, it should be agreed that like the

Kingdom of Heaven, only the violent can take it away. If the ascent towards the heights

where Dominic calls his children is laborious, it is always possible. For the soul avid for

perfection, the duty of ascending and soaring is always accompanied by necessary graces.

God never refuses His help to the soul of good will. How can these graces be obtained? The
answer is easy: by a complete filial confidence in St. Dominic

By Our Filial Confidence

Being the high ideal of our desires, he is at the same time the paternal support of our

powerlessness. The duty of coming to our aid imposes itself in some way on his heart. If one

is a father, is this not to give oneself and to give the very best that one has? And Dominic is

a father, a very loving Father of all souls without exception who make up his religious family.

Because of his patriarchal vocation he should come to our aid.

And not only should he help us but he can do so. He has superabundant power. His

grace is not only a grace of person but a grace of state, one that is capital and plenary,

where his family finds all the grace needed to attain its religious and Dominican end. And

Dominic was fully conscious of this power when his sons were in tears around his deathbed



when he said: "Children, do not weep, I will be more useful where I am going than when on

earth." Is it not opportune and consoling to recall here such a sweet confidence made to a

religious of Citeaux for whom he had a great affection: "
I assure you of something that I

have never told anyone, and I beg you to keep this a secret until my death. It is that in this

life the Lord has never refused me anything that I have asked of him." "Father, if this is so,"

said the monk, "why not ask for Master Conrad's entrance into the Order? The brothers

would be very pleased." "My good Father," answered Dominic, "you are speaking of

something very difficult, but if you would pass this night in prayer with me, I am confident

that the Savior will give this grace." And after a night in prayer, at daybreak, Master Conrad

came knocking at the door of the monastery, and throwing himself at Dominic's feet, asked

for the habit of his Order.

And not only can Dominic come to our aid, but he wants to help us. What is more
touching in his life than his paternal tenderness for his children? From the heart of Spain he

brought wooden spoons to his daughters in Prouilhe, and while traveling on foot, never

would he allow his companions to take his baggage. At night, interrupting his vigils and

prayers he went through the dormitories visiting the brothers in their sleep. In the course of a

journey he performed a miracle to relieve a lay brother who was weak and fatigued. Many
times he multiplied bread for the community's needs. He performed miracles not only in view

of what was necessary but to give his children agreeable and superfluous things. Let us

recall how in the parlor of St. Sixtus he passed the miraculous cup among the friars and
sisters, where each could drink at their ease without the content becoming exhausted.

Not only does St. Dominic's condescension provide for the needs of his children, but

it is filled with mercy even towards their weaknesses. At Prouilhe, on the day when the friars

were dispersed and sent forth to preach and to found convents without resources or money,
one of them, John of Navarre, refused to leave under such conditions. Dominic was moved
to see a brother preacher so lacking in trust in Providence. He began to weep and he cast

himself at the feet of this child of so little faith, but all in vain. He could not vanquish his

obstinacy, and finally, with pity for such weakness, he gave him a sum of money-true mercy
from the heart of a Father! Let us go then to him with fullest confidence.

With a Profound and Habitual Devotion

Let us go to him not only in hours of distress, this would be egoism unworthy of our

vocation. Our confidence should not be for some daily need. It should be supported on a

higher reality, totally independent of what is created and ephemeral. It should find its support

in God Himself, on His adorable ever living will soliciting us, and imposing itself on us in

every time and place. Behold the solid base of our devotion to St. Dominic.

Is this then an optional devotion, which at our wish we can either live by or ignore?

By the necessity of our predestination it imposes itself on us.

It is not a passing intermittent devotion, a transient impression, a flash which lights

up and then disappears, but a stable disposition, a permanent and habitual state, the

necessary surge of a life whose source is ever living and gushing forth in us.

This is not a devotion of formulas and practices, a devotion of feeling practiced on
the surface of our spiritual life, but an interior, profound reality closely bound with union with

God the supreme end of our vocation.



It is in the center of our spiritual life that devotion to St. Dominic is rooted. It is there

as one of its most precious riches and most powerful and active resources.

By Ardent Communion With His Life

It follows then as we have said, that it should hold the soul in the presence of St.

Dominic, not only bringing it nearer in filial love, but more so in an efficacious and decisive

elan. It should lift it up and bear it to a state of union and true intimacy with the well-beloved

Father in that unity which is, par excellence the dream of love.

The perfection of the Christian soul consists in reliving Christ in His plenitude, in such

a way as to be able to repeat with all truth the words of the Apostle: "It is not I who live, it is

Christ who lives in me." The perfection of the Dominican soul is no different, but it has a

special modality which is light and strength. It lives Christ, but in St. Dominic, in the particular

grace of St. Dominic. It does not walk alone as Christ's conquest, but it goes with all the

riches and powers of the Blessed Father in ardent and incessant communion with his

virtues, his dispositions, his sentiments, his intentions, his merits, his love, his mysteries,

with all that he is, because in truth, all this is for her, it is her heritage and her patrimony

because if "all that the Son has belongs to the Father," "all that the Father has belongs to

the Son." Convinced fully of her rights and her supernatural filiation, she enters by a vivid

faith into the heart and the life of her Blessed Father. She appropriates all that he is and all

that he possesses with a vehement desire. Like Jacob, clothed with the skins of Esau, she

clothes her personal smallness, her poverty and her insufficiency with the splendor of his

grace and his merits, and thus clothed, transfigured, and in some way in an irresistible elan

of a filial confidence she advances in her Dominican life as the conquest of her God and for

her transformation into Christ.

Oh! if we could only understand our beautiful vocation in this way; if we could

consider it as a permanent union with St. Dominic. If we were convinced that it is a vital and

profound intimacy, an incessant communion with his life, and commerce of love with his

soul, a society, a fusion, a penetration, a unity as perfect as possible, an elan and flight of all

our energies moment by moment. If we could always realize this how our life would be

transformed! How we would grow in holiness and how ardent and efficacious would be our

apostolate. What splendor this would be for the Order! What assistance for the Church, what

glory for God!

Let our religious and Dominican life be impregnated more and more with this

intimacy with our Blessed Father. On the path where we tread, a way so filled with perils of

every kind, let Dominic be always with us and in us as a light for our ignorance, a support for

our weakness, a consolation in our sufferings, a confidant of our joys, a companion in our

battles, a model for our efforts, a faithful guardian of our interests and a support for our

perseverance. In this way the spiritual paternity in which we are clothed by God will become
fully fruitful. We will live in fullness the grace of our vocation. We will be all the more religious

and holy as we will be more perfectly Dominicans.

In his humility, Dominic on his death bed wanted to be buried under the feet of his

brothers. But you will easily understand that it is not under our feet that he should rest and

live, but in the intimacy of our being, and I do not hesitate to say that this sojourn in the very

heart of his children will be much more precious than the splendor of the magnificent

mausoleum over his remains which human genius in its purest inspiration has raised for him

in the convent of Bologna. And in this way we will merit the realization of the consoling
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promise of the Holy Spirit in the book of Ecclesiasticus: "In opera et sermone honora patrem

tuum, ut superveniat tibi benedictio." The blessing of Patriarchs, symbol and assurance of

the blessing of the Most High will be our share. Let this be the fruit of this centenary and the

recompense of the fervor with which we will celebrate it.

The Splendor of the Centenary in the Cradle of the Order

All the convents of the Province have rivaled each other in their zeal to show their

filial devotion worthily; it is a great joy for me to speak of it.

Toulouse started it with an incomparable solemnity which was heightened by the

presence and words of the Master General of the Order: Marseilles, Biarritz, Bordeaux have

followed with a much appreciated manifestation, and then St. Maximus came to close it all

with a piety not less worthy of the important place that it occupies in the province. The
monasteries of our sisters, following Prouilhe have at the same time had their solemnities.

Across the oceans our missionaries in Brazil itself have echoed the celebrations in France.

There was a triduum in Rio de Janeiro presided over by the apostolic Nuncio and festivals in

Paraguay in the new cathedral consecrated that very day and presided over by Bishop

Sebastian Thomas where St. Dominic was highly honored. The Province has worthily paid

its tribute to the glory of its Blessed Father.

This duty imposes itself particularly on its heart. It cannot forget that it was in the

South of France that this cradle has been chosen by God for the foundation of the Order of

Preachers. Under its skies Dominic heard the divine call to the Apostolate, and in its plains

he cast the first seed of that magnificent tree, which through the centuries covers the world

with its powerful branches.

May the Province of Toulouse find in this grace of its origins, along with a filial

confidence in St. Dominic, a generous fidelity to the resolutions which should flow from this

centenary.

OUR RESOLUTIONS

What do these resolutions tell us? A long search would be useless, let us ask

Dominic himself. Let us interrogate his Fatherly heart at the supreme hour of his death, the

hour when the soul, already disengaged from the earth, alone and in face of its God,

contemplates truth in a pure light and already speaks the words of eternal life: From his

dying lips we will gather the supreme revelation of our vocation.

Last instructions of the Founder

This death, worthy crowning of a life all divine, is clothed with a moving character of

grandeur. Dominic had had a revelation. One day when he had ardently sighed for the

dissolution of his body, our Lord under the form of a young man of great beauty appeared to

him. "Come my well-beloved," he said to him, "come to the hearth of eternal joy." Some days

later at Bologna, returning from a fatiguing journey, a violent fever overcame him. In order to

assist him and help him find better air, he was brought to the countryside, but the fever

continued to increase and he asked to be brought back to the monastery. He wished to die

in the midst of his children and to be buried under their feet. Around his pallet of agony he
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first of all called all the novices and with the sweetest words exhorted them to fidelity to their

vocation. Then he had twelve from among the oldest friars come near and in their presence

in a loud voice made to Friar Ventura a general confession of his life. When it was ended he

added:

God's mercy has preserved me in purity and a stainless virginity to this day. If

you desire the same grace, avoid anything suspect. This will guard that virtue

which makes the servant agreeable to Christ and which gives him glory and
credit before the people. Persevere in serving the Lord in fervor of Spirit.

Apply yourself to extend this Order which is at its beginning. Be stable in the

holy and regular observance. Grow in virtue.

Testament of a Father

Having said this, placing in such high relief the purity of the Friar preacher, his love

for the Order, the fervor which should animate him, his zeal for holy observance, the duty of

true holiness, Dominic's voice became much more solemn, as if in this program of

Dominican life he desired to go even farther and ascend higher. Employing the sacred form

of a testament he added: "My very beloved Brothers, behold the heritage that I leave you as

to my true children: have charity, guard humility, possess voluntary poverty."

Now that his earthly mission was accomplished, in the face of eternity, he made this

prayer: "Holy Father, I have accomplished Your will. Those You have given me I have kept;

now I recommend them. Preserve them, guard them."

These were his last words. In this supreme effort, which gave to his sons his desires

as patriarch and Father, his heart stopped beating.

Behold the last testament of St. Dominic. In all filial piety keep this will. Let it be the

true treasure of our religious souls, the living light of our life.

A testament is always a sacred thing, and with greater reason if it is the testament of

a father. If this father is a saint, and a saint glorious among all others, how great is his

authority! What veneration it awakens in the heart of his children!

The testament of St. Dominic is admirable. In its substantial brevity the spiritual life is

entirely concentrated and living.

"Have charity." That is, live in God's own life, because God is Love. " He who
remains in love remains in God and God remains in him." In these simple and rapid words

the life of the Friar Preacher is oriented and fixed, and even wonderfully raised upon the

heights where it should open up and radiate.

But this treasure of charity and divine life is carried by man here below in a fragile

vase, the vase of fallen nature. Dominic did not overlook this. That is why he adds: "Possess

voluntary poverty," thus avoiding the exterior enemy, greed, the source of every evil. Behold

why he says again: "Guard humility," a direct and decisive blow against the enemy within,

the self, self love, fireplace of all concupiscence and all revolt.

Behold then the supreme teaching of Dominic for the battles of the apostolate and

holiness, a living affirmation of what he had always been himself. Poor, with a poverty that
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reduced him to strict necessities, humble with a humility which in all things kept him under

the feet of every creature, radiating purity as a consequence of these renouncements, he

lived in a wondrous plenitude the life of charity, the life itself of God.

This life of God, this life in God, is its essential character. His contemporaries tell us

that he spoke always and only of God or with God, De Deo vel cum Deo. These words, the

truest expression of his soul for us, appear as the motto of his life. He desired them to be

engraved in the book of his Order's Constitutions. And again today they shine, fixing for all

times the physiognomy of the Friar Preacher.

Let us engrave these words, blessed star of our Dominican vocation, profoundly in

the intimacy of our hearts. And after the example of St. Dominic according to the great words

of the Apostle Paul, we will be "men of God."

Our Supplication In Exile to Our Father

The dispositions recommended by the holy Patriarch with such insistence at the hour

of his death to his children as a witness of his passing, he once more and always asks of us.

Going beyond time and space, he surveys the centuries while his word reaches his entire

posterity addressing itself to each one of us. Let us recognize the voice of our Father,

respond filially to his appeal and work to become like him, men of God. In this one single

word all holiness and grandeur is summed up. May it be realized in our Dominican life, there

concentrating the best of our strength and being forever the one object of our desires. In this

beautiful prayer to St. Dominic which is familiar to us I am pleased to close with these lines:

O wonderful hope, which at the hour of your death you gave to your children,

promising after your departure to be helpful to your brethren, fulfill, O Father,

what you have promised and help us by your prayers! O you who by so many
miracles have shone illustrious by your power, put an end to the evils which

overwhelm us. Fulfill, O Father, what you have promised and help us by your

prayers. For the glory of the Father, the glory of the Son and the glory of the

Holy Spirit, fulfill, O Father, what you have promised and help us by your

prayers.

May St. Dominic listen to these cries of our souls and bless our Province of

Toulouse.

Easter Sunday, April 21 , 1 935
Marseilles, Convent of St. Lazarus

J. Marie-Etienne Vayssiere, O.P.

Provincial of Toulouse
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Saint Dominic

Domingo de Guzman

Fire Breather,

Fire Starter,

Fire Juggler,

You know the Fire,

The flame of Silent breath

The torch of Life

You know the journey

Through the shadows

Cold nights

Walking to the light

Elusive fire

Enveloped in the black evening quilts

Blue silhouettes

Pointing the way to life.

What night it must have been

When the gentle breeze of a butterfly

Stirred in your ear

As she sang her sweet song

In your dreame.

"Breathe the fire,

Don't be afraid of the embers,"

she sang in the dark blue night

In the corridors of your sleep.

"Vie in this fire and live

true life."

"Die?

To die?"

You awoke.

"What madness is this?"
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Ah,

But the journey had ju6t begun

For the flame is the holy breath

That stirred the waters of Genesis.

Then, she kissed you fully

Sweet honey on your lips

Crackling fire

Bitter tongue

Nauseating

Kindling your blood,

Your guts

Your loins

Your hands and feet

You were on fire.

Sweet death,

Peeling layers

An onion in love with God

Tears of fear

Joy

Ecstasy

Daily drudgery

A rising flame.

Dominic

You waked the narrow, winding

Dark and silent path within

To light the torch

In searching eyes

Dying stars strewn in the icy winter

Gripping your wor\d.

Greed, jealousy, power

Domination

Pride barked at your door

Growled at your heels.

Death—the abyss of nothingness-

Peered through your window.
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All to stop you from your appointed task

Of sharing the sweet kiss of the butterfly.

Men, women

Young, old, donned in black and white

Nothing is certain

To bring light in a world of grey

Not even black and white

Only Genesis reborn.

Gentle preacher

Preacher of the word of fire

Notjust the text

Word—the kiss, the sweet kiss.

Preachers on the march,

Columns of fire.

Fire breathers,

Fire starters

Fire jugglers

Set the world on fire —

Blazing love.

Armando P. \ba?iez, OF

Of the Holy Name Province.

Read by Father Ibaflez,

In dedication to the nuns

of the Monastery of the Angels,

Los Angeles, CA,

August 13, 2006
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SAINT DOMINiC
Man of the Eucharist

Sister Mary Regina, O.P.

Langley, BC, Canada

It might come as a surprise to think of St. Dominic as prominently associated with the

Eucharist, since we know him primarily well as the founder of the Order of Preachers.

Preaching the name of Our Lord Jesus Christ and for the salvation of souls is indeed the

cornerstone and purpose of his Order. His contribution to the world of faith was first directed

to the conversion of the heretics rampant in Southern France and in other parts of Europe,

and then toward the evangelization of the entire world as he quickly disseminated the

Dominican friars throughout the all the lands.

As we study the life of St. Dominic, as we pass through the pages of historical

documents, as we place all his movements under a magnifying glass to study his every

action, we begin to recognize that his inner fire for God and for his neighbor came forth from

his deep union with God in the prayer of contemplation, that in turn often evidenced his

devotion to the Eucharist. This discovery is crucial to understanding the immense holiness of

this remarkably humble man, Dominic. Scripture, contemplative prayer and the presence of

Christ in the Eucharist remained the primary means for his own devotion and his source for

preaching to the people. We have no written sermons exemplifying his preaching on the

Eucharist. We have only the example of his holy life and the sincere testimony of others.

These speak volumes, providing their own kind of Dominican preaching.

The Eucharist in the Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries:

This sketch of St. Dominic and his devotion should contain a word about the devotion

to the Eucharist during his life. This devotion was evolving at that time, and it seems that St.

Bernard and the Cistercians and St. Dominic and the Dominicans preceded significant

changes the liturgical life of the Church that occurred shortly after their life and influence. If

we recall the devotion St. Clare and her nuns had for the Eucharist, we can include the

Franciscans. As matter of fact, these saints and their times led to the flourishing of popular

devotion to the Eucharist that prompted Pope Urban IV to ask St. Thomas Aquinas to

compose a new liturgy for the feast of Corpus Christi for the universal Church in the early

fourteenth century.
1

This development was a process. St. Dominic's Eucharistic devotion was a

preaching in the form of word and example. He wanted the heretics throughout Europe,

particularly the heretics of Southern France to come to the light of the faith and true doctrine.

These heretics denied that the Eucharist is a sacrament and their heretical ideas and
attitudes persuaded many to turn from the teaching of the Church. Dominic and the early

Dominicans played a significant part in this evolution of Eucharistic devotion as a popular

movement of faith, for the devotion they spread soon defined practices that we observe in

our own day and time. St. Dominic died in 1221. Thomas Aquinas entered the Dominican
shortly after, taking the Dominican habit in 1240, composing the Corpus Christi liturgy

midway during that decade. The date does not seem to be definitive. James A. Weisheipl,

O.P., illustrates that by the time these compositions were written, "It had become customary
to reserve the Blessed Sacrament in the tabernacle; to display the host in an ostensorium
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left exposed on the altar, sometimes even during Mass; to ring bells at the time of elevation

so all present could behold the Eucharist; and to conduct the Benediction of the Most

Blessed Sacrament."
2

It is reasonable to assert that these practices of Eucharistic

veneration were in place and actively developing when St. Dominic came on the scene.

Dominic and the Liturgy:

We first find the fourteen-year-old Dominic entering the institution that was evolving

into the University of Palencia, a remote but sure preparatory step to becoming a cleric.

Dominic proved equal to the learning, pocketing it away as discipline and an aid to assist

him later on in the preaching of the truths of the faith. While he was still in Palencia, Bishop

Martin de Bazan appointed him to the canonry of Osma, which entitled him to a stipend that

he most likely needed to fund the completion of his studies.

When he finished at Palencia, Dominic entered the community of canons in Osma
and soon made profession. Here we find Dominic living an intense ecclesial and liturgical

life, a life centered in the liturgical year and all the liturgical practices of a canon. His

receptive nature absorbed this liturgical life, which is the life of the Eucharist, the very heart

of the liturgy. For in the Eucharistic celebration the priest stands before the altar and the

people, offering Jesus once again to the Father as priest, victim and sacrifice. This

spirituality of a canon became ingrained in Dominic as he lived it in his own life in very

specific ways, and then handed it on to the members of his Order and to those who listened

to his preaching.

At the age of twenty-four, Dominic de Guzman received Holy Orders from the Bishop

at the Cathedral Church in Osma. He spent nine years as a priest in this atmosphere of

monastic silence and prayer, participating fully in the Eucharistic and liturgical regime. He
carried his priesthood well and with dignity, the dignity of prayer and service. M. H. Vicaire

presents a well-scripted description of the young Dominic at this time:

Dominic alternated this interior exercise [contemplation] with the public

recitation of the office in the cathedral. This was the obligation and privilege of

the cleric, and particularly of the canon, because that had been the task of the

apostles. Dominic always found both strength and joy in the recitation of the

canonical office, even at the most disturbed moments of his life, even as he

traveled along the highroads; on the last day of his life, worn out by fatigue

and the hand of death already upon him, he would still go off to sing Matins in

the middle of the night before lying down to rest for ever.
3

When St. Dominic founded the Dominican Order, he incorporated the Divine Office

into the constitutions in such a way as to make the liturgical life a major observance for all

Dominicans. While the Dominican Laity are not bound to the Liturgy of the Hours, they also

enter into the spirit of this corporate, Eucharistic praise that Dominic so insightfully gave to

the Dominican family.

An Experience of Wine:

Before straightway entering into the mature years of Dominic, it would be good to

hearken back to the time when he was very young. His mother, Jane, was extraordinary in

her compassion for those in need, even to the point of giving away the goods under her

care. At one point she drained the large family drum of wine for distribution to the poor and
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the thirsty. This keg would have supplied the family till the next vintage. It stood empty and

dry. The situation was so serious that before Felix, her husband, returned Jane prayed and

was given the miracle of a restored supply of wine that filled the huge cask.
4
This event

undoubtedly influenced Dominic and will become more significant as the pattern of the

Eucharist is displayed later in his life. It remains sufficient to say here that he mixed his very

early memories of wine with his later experiences.

Although it is said that later in life, as one his freely offered penitential practices he

thinned his wine with water, all the same, it is clear that wine entered into the mainstream of

his esteem as something to be honored. He learned the blessedness of wine in Caleruega

where he grew up.

Dominic's Tears and the Eucharist:

Dominic, the priest and apostolic preacher, demonstrated his love for and faithful-

ness to the Mass in a manner most unusual for his time in history. This devotion and priestly

responsibility has continued down through the centuries as one of the more significant

aspects of the liturgical life and spirituality of every Dominican.

Fr. William Hinnebusch expresses this point rather succinctly:

The Mass was his life. He was so moved during the sacred mysteries that he
wept when reciting the Canon of the Mass and the Pater Noster. This

weeping reveals the mystic who almost sees beyond the veil of the

Sacrament. Mystically, Dominic sees Christ present on the altar, the Lamb
slain and still bearing His wounds. 5

To understand the full scope of Dominic's devotion to the Mass, the Eucharist, the

night vigils, and frequent visits to Church, it is necessary here to present a quote from

eyewitnesses who testified to this manner of Dominic's feeling and spontaneous prayer

springing from such deep love for God. Jordon of Saxony, Dominic's earliest and most
reliable source, writes: "He wept frequently; indeed, his tears were his bread day and night.

In the day he shed tears during his Mass and at night, during his untiring vigils."
6
Other friars

witnessed and spoke the same, and it was said that even when Dominic chanted the

Psalms, he became so moved that tears would run down this holy man's face.
7

Another friar testified that he had observed Dominic for seven nights running to see
how he spent his night watches:

... He tells us that, standing at one time, and then kneeling, and then

prostrating himself on the ground, he continued his prayer until he felt sleepy.

Then he would rouse himself and visit one altar after another. This would go
on until midnight. ... When serving him at Mass, he noticed the tears flowing

from his eyes as he turned to take the wine and water after receiving the

Body of the Lord.

Often when the Lord's body was being elevated during Mass, he became rapt

in spirit as though he saw Christ present in the flesh. For this reason, he did

not hear Mass with the others for a long time.
8
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Travel proved tiring, long and arduous. But when on the road, after Dominic secured

a place for the friars to rest and sleep, he would spend the entire night in prayer as usual.

"But he was nevertheless present with his companions and the clerics of the Church for

Matins."
9 He was so faithful and dedicated to the Mass, that even during his foot-sore

travels, "If he could find a suitable Church, he wanted to celebrate a High Mass every day."
10

Every ecclesial event, every celebration of the Eucharist evoked expressions of Dominic's

enormous love and emotion.

Bread, Wine, Church, the Mass and Miracles:

God worked many miracles through Dominic, the priest and founder. It is astonishing

how many of these are associated with his visits of prayer to the nearest Church. Brother

Rudolph of Faenza tells how they ran out of bread for the next meal, not uncommon for

mendicant friars. Every time this occurred, Dominic would instruct Brother Rudolph to go the

Church to pray. He could easily have instructed them to pray on the spot. No, in this

instance and in so many others, the brothers were asked to go to the Church to ask God for

their daily bread. Rudolph reports: "He (Dominic) would do the same, and I always found

that God provided whatever we were short of. Even a little supply of bread put out at his

command for a whole lot of brethren was abundantly sufficient for them all."
11

The Napoleon Miracle:

One of the most famous miracles God worked through Dominic was the restoration

to life of a young man when Honorius III was Pope. This pontiff had commissioned Dominic

to bring all the nuns scattered throughout the city to the convent of San Sisto. Problems

arose, and as it happened, initially only one monastery willingly moved to this convent that

was in process of renovation. Interestingly, the Pope asked three cardinals to assist

Dominic, so we have excellent witnesses for this event. When they assembled in the Church

at San Sisto for the nuns to relinquish all in the hands of Dominic, a man rode up on a horse

to announce that the nephew of Cardinal Stephen, Napoleon, had fallen from his horse and

had died. Dominic, and all those assembled, rushed to find the young man who had been

"badly crushed and lacerated." He had him carried to a nearby house, and then asked

everyone to follow him to a nearby Church for Mass. Again, why didn't Dominic pray for a

cure then and there? This just was not his way of doing things. It seems that Dominic

generally had recourse to God for assistance through prayer in a Church or through the

celebration of the Mass with regard to healing miracles.

After the Mass for Napoleon, Dominic, the Cardinals, the nuns, the friars and the

people returned to Napoleon's dead body. After praying and laying his hands over the

wounds of the boy, Dominic groaned like the great prophet Elijah. "Then arising, he made a

Sign of the Cross over the body and, standing at the head of the corpse, he raised his hands

to heaven and, ...he shouted with a loud voice: 'Young man, Napoleon, in the name of our

Lord Jesus Christ, I say to thee arise.'"
12 The boy was cured immediately and rose to eat

and drink. The miracle took place after all had prayed at the celebration of the Mass.

The Miracle of a Child Restored to Life:

The mother of a small child, very sick, wanted so much to hear Dominic preach. She
decided to leave the child with the maid while she hurried to the Church. On her return, she

found the child had succumbed to the illness and was dead. In her grief, she carried the

body to the Church of San Sisto where Dominic had been staying at the time. Dominic,
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moved by the mother's sorrow, prayed over the child, made the sign of the cross, took the

little one's hand and raised the child up, alive and restored to life. This tender and

remarkable story and the miracle occurred within the context of the Church of San Sisto.
13

The Miracle of the Wine Served in the Church:

The day had been long. Dominic and the friars had spent themselves for others in

diligent preaching, hearing confessions and performing all kinds of corporal and spiritual

works of mercy. The nuns were accustomed to a visit from Dominic or the brothers for

instruction in the evening, and as time passed that day, they understood this was cancelled.

Just as they finished their prayers, the latecomers arrived. Dominic assembled everyone in

the Church. We can now expect another miracle, since it was his custom to immerse himself

in the sacred mysteries, particularly the Eucharist.

Amazed, the friars and the nuns gathered around, while Dominic shared the joyful

news of bringing a man to God for the salvation of his soul. With great joy, he gave a

"lengthy conference, which brought immense consolation." To celebrate, he called for a bit of

wine. There were twenty-four friars assembled and one hundred and four nuns. Dominic

encouraged each one assembled to drink well. They passed and shared only two cups, one
for the friars and one for the nuns. Both cups held the same capacity of wine throughout the

distribution, and neither was refilled. Everyone drank copiously enough. When the two cups,

that had not been refilled, returned to Dominic, they were still filled with wine. After this

shared and consoling joy, Dominic and the friars left the Church of San Sisto, where the

miracle had taken place, for the Church of Santa Sabina, escorted it seems by an angel.
14

The hour was late and the passage from one convent to the other seemed unsafe at that

hour of the night. The Eucharist is often referred to as "the Bread of Angels," and so after

these events that centered on the Eucharist, it hardly surprised us that an angel should

protect these friars and guide them on their way to S. Sabina. The text reads:

Then Blessed Dominic told his companions to walk behind the youth [the

angel leading the way], while he himself would walk behind them. When they

reached the church of S. Sabina, they found the doors closed and securely

barred. But the youth who had led the way pulled on one of the doors, which

immediately opened. Then he entered, followed by the two brethren and
Blessed Dominic. When all were inside, the youth departed and the door was
closed and left in the same condition as they had found it. Then Brother

Tancred asked Blessed Dominic, "Holy father, who was the young man who
came with us? And he answered, "My son, it was an angel of the Lord Who
sent him to guide us."

15

Multiplication of the Bread and Wine Miracle:

A somewhat similar miracle took place at the convent of the Church of San Sisto.

The Friars had gone out to beg for bread once again. This assignment proved difficult, since

at this time the number of friars numbered one hundred. Little wonder that at morning and at

noon their trips for alms in the form of bread proved futile. In front of the Church of St.

Anastasia, a woman had pity on them, handing them one loaf of bread. This suggests

something so aligned with the "Bread of Life" passage in John 6:9-10: "Here is a small boy
with five barley loaves and two fish; but what is that among so many?"
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As the friars walked further on, a beggar appeared out of nowhere to ask for bread.

Pity filled their hearts and they readily gave him the one loaf. When they returned to Dominic

at the Church, he exhorted them to trust in God and to go to the refectory as usual for the

noon meal. Naturally the brothers hesitated, but finally they went, sat down and actually said

grace, as if a real meal were in front of them. The formality is capped by Dominic, who bids

Brother Henry of Rome to go to the reader's stand to read while the meal that doesn't exist

is eagerly or maybe sceptically anticipated. Dominic then folds his hands and prays to the

Holy Spirit. Jordon of Saxony quotes Sister Cecilia's account:

...in the middle of the refectory, there suddenly appeared two handsome
youths from whose shoulders hung, in front and in back, two beautiful baskets

filled with bread. Serving the youngest first, they began, one on the right and

the other on the left, to distribute to each of the brethren one whole loaf of

bread of marvellous appearance. When they reached Blessed Dominic and

gave him a loaf, they bowed and disappeared."
16

This miracle occurred three days in succession. Dominic illustrated to his brothers,

through his prayer and confidence that we should trust in the abiding providence of God,

relying on Him to supply what is needed. What doubles the extraordinary in this story is that

at this same meal there was also a lack of wine. The barrel was dry. Would they have bread

of angels without wine? To complete the image of the Eucharist, we find Dominic once again

folding his hands, bowing his head and praying to the Holy Spirit, asking that the brothers

have the gift of wine. Dominic then asked a brother to return to the empty drum. This time, to

the joy of all, the wine cask was full to the brim. After each meal during these three days,

Dominic asked the brothers to give all leftovers to the poor.

Conclusion:

St. Dominic, the "Man of the Eucharist" shines like a

light in the Church down through the centuries. We see him

still standing like one of the giant pillars of Rome's best

basilicas, immortalized before the altar of God in prayer.

There before the Eucharist, both with his brothers at the

Liturgy, or alone in the solitude of the night looking at the

Crucifix in a plea for mercy, he became like Moses before the

burning bush on Sinai. Gazing upon God blazing in the depth

of his heart, he went forth carrying that fire, missioned in

power to preach and console in the name of Christ.

Yes. St. Dominic can be called a Man of the Eucharist.

We have seen that through every stage and step of his life he

showed himself centered upon this great Sacrament of Love.

Through it he experienced the excelling love of Christ that

surpasses all understanding, and which gives each of us, as it

did St. Dominic, cause for offering endless thanksgiving.
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"CATCHING FIRE FROM DOMINIC'S VISION"
The Dominican Nun and the Theology of the Body
Part One: Foundations of Theology of the Body

Sister Mary of the Sacred Heart, OP.
Marbury, AL

INTRODUCTION

What joy fills our hearts as we begin the celebrations for the 800
th
Anniversary of the

Founding of the Nuns of the Order of Preachers! All of us have been pondering over the

original charism of our Father St. Dominic in order to discover how we can bring it to new life

in our own moment in time. Dominic's vision - the preaching of the Gospel and the salvation

of souls - is essentially the preaching of the truth about God and the truth about man.
1

Indeed this is precisely the heart of the Gospel. Jesus Christ, the Incarnate Word of the

Father, is the full and perfect revelation of this truth about God and man. "In reality it is only

in the mystery of the Word made flesh that the mystery of man truly becomes clear."
2

Why is it vitally essential to know the truth about God and about man? If we look in

the Book of Genesis we see right away that to question this truth was the very first

temptation Satan offered to man. From that fateful day in the Garden the results of this

temptation have remained with us. History shows us that what we believe about God and

man underlies all the actions of each individual, as well as the actions of nations and

peoples. We have only to look at the last century - two World Wars, endless bloodshed and

unrest, the Communist revolution, the Sexual Revolution, suicide bombings, and all the rest

- and see at the very root of all these happenings lies the concept one has of man.

What indeed is man? "About himself he has expressed, and continues to express,

many divergent and even contradictory opinions."
3 The Church teaches us that man is a

creature composed of body and soul, a psychosomatic entity, an Imago Dei, a person. In the

recent centuries several philosophical systems have introduced tenets about man that have

powerfully impacted our own century. Yet almost all of these systems offer only a partial,

fragmentary concept of the human person. As Pope John Paul II says:

We are, in fact, children of an age in which, due to the development of

various disciplines, this integral vision of man can easily be rejected and

replaced by many partial conceptions that dwell on one or another aspect of

the compositum humanum but do not reach man's integrum or leave it

outside their field of vision. Various cultural tendencies then insert themselves

here that are based on these partial truths and on this basis make their

proposals and practical suggestions for human behavior and, even more

often, about ways of relating to 'man.' Man then becomes more an object of

certain techniques than the responsible subject of his own action.
4

In this essay we will begin to look at the Personalism of John Paul II. Dominicans are

apostolic, as Fr. Carlos Azpiroz Costa reminded us during the Nuns' Retreat. While we do

have certain elements which make our life Dominican (our walking staff, so to speak),

Dominicans travel lightly. This leaves us free to be open to peoples, times and cultures,

while remaining at all times faithful to Tradition. Only in this way can we truly preach the
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Gospel to the whole world. St. Thomas Aquinas is the perfect example of Dominican

apostolicity. While remaining faithful to Tradition, he had at the same time a great openness

to the 'new' philosophies of Aristotle that were emerging in the Universities of his time. So

too, we must have an openness to what John Paul tells us about man. We cannot be

"eloquent witnesses of the primacy and perennial nature of the Gospel message" 5
if we do

not know what it means to be a fully integrated human person.

BACKGROUND AND METHOD

"I had long been interested in man as person."
6 From a very young age, Karol

Wojtyta was in love with the theater and poetry, therefore choosing the Humanities for his

course of studies at the Jagiellonian University. He tells us, "Right from the beginning of the

first year, however, I found myself attracted to the study of the language itself."
7

The word, before it is ever spoken on the stage, is already present in

human history as a fundamental dimension of man's spiritual experience.

Ultimately, the mystery of language brings us back to the inscrutable mystery

of God himself. As I came to appreciate the power of the word in my literary

and linguistic studies, I inevitably drew closer to the mystery of the Word -

that Word of which we speak every day in the Angelus: "And the Word
became flesh and dwelt among us" (Jn 1-14). Later I came to realize that my
study of the Polish language and letters had prepared the ground for a

different kind of interest and study. It had prepared me for an encounter with

philosophy and theology.
8

It was precisely "[w]hile reading, performing, and meditating upon the writings of

Polish and European poets" that he "learned to appreciate the greatness, complexity, and
depth of the human person."

9
However, shortly after his second year of studies had begun,

the Nazis invaded Poland and closed the University. Although he had to work as a laborer

he continued his studies secretly and took part in the underground "Living Theatre of the

Word." As much as he loved his experience of the theater, Wojtyta tells us that "at a certain

point I came to realize that this was not my real vocation."™ As a result, he explains: "While

studying in the Faculty of Literature, man interested me inasmuch as he was a creator of

language and a subject of literature; then, when I discovered my priestly vocation, man
became the central theme of my pastoral work."

u

When Karol Wojtyta entered the clandestine Seminary in 1942, his first studies were
on the metaphysics of St. Thomas Aquinas. "Straightaway I found myself up against an

obstacle. My literary training, centered around humanities, had not prepared me at all for the

scholastic theses and formulas with which the manual was filled. After two months of

hacking through this vegetation I came to a clearing, to the discovery of the deep reasons for

what until then I had only lived and felt."
12

Indeed, as he later expressed it, it was the first of

"two great philosophical revelations."
13

Later in Rome while continuing his study of St.

Thomas, he wrote to a friend: "His entire philosophy is so marvelously beautiful, so

delightful, and, at the same time, so uncomplicated."
14

He studied for his doctorate in Rome under Fr. Garrigou-Lagrange, OP at the

Angelicum, writing his thesis on the topic of faith as found in the theology of St. John of the

Cross. He observed that St. John, having studied at the University of Salamanca during the

great Thomistic Revival, was in "absolute agreement"
15

with St. Thomas. However, he

emphasizes that "the greatness of the Mystical Doctor's thought consists in its rootedness in
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human experience" while "in St. Thomas we are missing the development of human
experience."

16
For Wojtyta experience is necessary for a full and proper understanding of

man because only in lived experience is man revealed as person.
17

Wojtyta thus sees

experience as "always the first and the most basic stage"
18

of all man's understanding of

himself and the world about him.

Because of his deep love for and profound knowledge of Thomistic metaphysics,

Wojtyta was also able to see its limitations in regard to dialog with Modern Philosophy about

the human person. "St. Thomas celebrates all the richness and complexity of each created

being, and especially of the human being..."
19
and yet his analysis of man remains for the

most part exterior, looking at man from the outside, a "cosmological" point of view, Wojtyta

explains.
20

It almost seems as though there is no place in it for an analysis of

consciousness and self-consciousness as totally unique manifestations of the

person as a subject. For St. Thomas, the person is, of course, a subject - a

very distinctive subject of existence and activity - because the person has

subsistence in a rational nature, and this is what makes the person capable of

consciousness and self-consciousnesses... .that in which the person's

subjectivity is most apparent is presented by St. Thomas in an exclusively -

or almost exclusively - objective way. He shows us the particular faculties,

both spiritual and sensory, thanks to which the whole of human
consciousness and self-consciousness - the human personality in the

psychological and moral sense - takes shape, but that is also where he

stops.
21

On the other hand, Wojtyta tells us, Modern Philosophy, beginning with Descartes,

focuses almost totally, if not exclusively on the interior - on a "pure consciousness" that is

autonomous. It was Descartes who "split thought from existence and identified existence

with reason itself: 'Cogito, ergo sum' ('I think, therefore I am')."
22 Thus began in philosophy

"a gradual process of a kind of hypostatization
23

of consciousness:.." that is, a separation of

the philosophy of existence (being) from the philosophy of consciousness. "The person is

primarily - if not exclusively - consciousness..."
24

Being (esse) is now not only subordinated

to knowing (cogito), but is in some way dependent upon it. In other words, the human person

in Modern Philosophy is separated from both his body and from reality.

In Pre-Cartesian philosophy God, Who is the Creator and a fully self-sufficient Being,

is the One who gives existence to all created beings including man. For St. Thomas "it was

not thought which determines existence, but existence, "esse" which determines thought! I

think the way I think because I am that which I am - a creature - and because He is He who
is, the absolute uncreated Mystery."

25
But in Modern Philosophy "God was reduced to an

element within human consciousness. He is only an Idea that exists in man's mind as "a

topic for free exploration by human thought."
26

Furthermore, beginning with Descartes we
find only a fragmentation of man, as man is no longer a psychosomatic

27
entity united in

essence to a unique human person. As Wojtyta wrote in a letter to Henri de Lubac: "The evil

of our times consists in the first place in a kind of degradation, indeed in a pulverization of

the fundamental uniqueness of each human person. This evil is even much more of the

metaphysical order than of the moral order. To this disintegration, planned at times by

atheistic ideologies, we must oppose... a kind of recapitulation of the inviolable mystery of

the person."
28
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In order to return to the full truth about man, it seemed to Wojtyta that a tool was

needed to bridge objective Thomistic metaphysics (philosophy of being) with the subjectivity

of the human person based on experience (philosophy of consciousness). "Whereas in the

Scholastic approach, the aspect of consciousness was... only implied and, as it were

hidden,"
29

Wojtyta saw that now it is necessary for Christian philosophers to focus on the fact

that consciousness is an intrinsic and unique aspect of the dynamic structure of the human
person.

It was not until a few years after his return to Poland, as he began his habilitation

thesis that Wojtyia came into contact with phenomenology. The topic suggested to him for

his thesis was the compatibility of the ethical system of Max Scheler with revealed Christian

ethics.
31 Max Scheler was considered one of the most brilliant of all Husserl's students. He

belonged to Husserl's Gottingen Circle which also included Roman Ingarden, Edith Stein,

and Dietrich von Hildebrand Phenomenology, as founded by Edmund Husserl, "studies

the human person by examining individual human experiences...and it leads to questions

pertaining to truths about human existence."
33

Wojtyta called his encounter with Scheler his second "philosophical revelation." The
study of his theory of values "taught him a great deal about the merits and the limitations of

the phenomenological method. Since the phenomenological method is concerned with

human experience, Wojtyia realized he had found the tool he needed to build an integrated

philosophy of the human person. The whole of human experience he believes can and must

be interpreted by the use of metaphysics.
35

Wojtyta called his new philosophical method
personalism. "Personalism is not primarily a theory of the person or a theoretical science of

the person.... it is concerned with the person as a subject and an object of activity,"
36

that is,

the knowledge of the person as gained through experience.

When Wojtyta was elected Pope, he gave the Church the great gift of his

phenomenological-metaphysical synthesis, beginning with his Encyclical Letter Redemptor
Hominis and in the Wednesday catecheses on his Theology of the Body. Pope John Paul II

used his method in almost all his writings and discourses, therefore it is necessary to

recognize and understand it. If we do not understand his method, then the essential points

he makes will be lost to us or misunderstood.

In the history of the Church we find two other great syntheses. St. Augustine was the

first one in the West to develop a unified presentation of the Faith by making use of Plato's

philosophical thought to help explain the Church's articles of Revealed Truth.
37

This

synthesis worked very well for the Church until the time of St Thomas. With the widespread

influence of Aristotle, new concepts and modes of thought made it necessary for a new
synthesis - a new way of conveying the Truths of the Faith, this time by using Aristotle. St.

Thomas, familiar with both St. Augustine and Aristotle, was uniquely prepared for the task.

As John Paul II says: "Saint Thomas... continues, in fact, to be the master of philosophical

and theological universalism."
38

Both the Augustinian and Thomistic syntheses are objective philosophies since, until

modern philosophy, almost everyone accepted the fact that objective truths actually exist

independently of whether or not anyone believes in them. Knowledge was derived from

these truths by the process of deduction. For example, syllogisms are a method of deductive

reasoning by which one proceeds by means of objective facts to a conclusive fact. But the

world of thought changed radically with the advent of Modern Philosophy. No longer does
our world believe in objective truths! Rather everything is subjective; only that which I
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perceive to be real is actually real. We no longer reason from objective truths, since we no

longer believe they exist. Rather we determine what is true by way of induction, that is, all

knowledge is obtained from my personal experience. Thus the language of Aristotle, Plato,

St. Augustine or St. Thomas has no relevance for man today.

Karol Wojtyta saw that the phenomenological method made it possible to use the

language of Modern Philosophy to express and explain the objective Truths of the Faith.

Phenomenology is a subjective and inductive philosophical method that seeks to discover

real things in the world through the interior experiences of people; that is, it seeks to reunite

reality with consciousness. Our experiences, which are real, shape us because they become
a part of who we are as persons. Because each of our experiences is contained in our

consciousness - our self-awareness - we can make judgments about ourselves and our

actions in the light of revealed truths.
39

"In my reading and in my studies I always tried to achieve a harmony between faith,

reason, and the heart. These are not separate areas, but are profoundly interconnected,

each giving life to the other."
40

Wojtyta's desire was always to bring the various philosophies

back into unity with theology by analyzing them from a holistic perspective. While Wojtyta's

method primarily consists of a metaphysical-phenomenological synthesis, it is also a

creative blend of other philosophical theories, psychology, medicine and biology.
41 Some

major philosophers who had a great impact on his thinking include his fellow professors at

Lublin in the Philosophical Department,
42

the phenomenologists of the Gottingen Circle,

primarily Husserl, Scheler, and von Hildebrand, the existential Thomist Etienne Gilson, and
such personalists as Martin Buber, Emmanuel Levinas, Gabriel Marcel, Jacques Maritain,

and Emmanuel Mounier. Wojtyta also mentions the works from the school of Narziss Ach on

the contemporary experimental psychology of the will as having a great influence on his

thinking.
43 These all contributed to his main focus of integration

44
This philosophical term

denotes that man, as created by God, originally formed one complete whole. Sin fractured

this wholeness, but by the Act of Redemption, Christ gives to man the gift and possibility of

being restored to a certain wholeness again.

Wojtyta's method consists of two steps - "a phenomenological description and a

metaphysical synthesis."
45

Wojtyta explains that he starts with phenomenology "because of

its ability to discover and describe many aspects of the human phenomena46
which

otherwise would be unknown to a metaphysician."
47

But since phenomenology divides the

human person into many irreducible aspects, its anthropology needs a synthesis, or

integration, "which can be obtained only through a metaphysical analysis, which is able to

describe the ultimate roots of all the phenomenological aspects of the human
phenomenon."48

Rather than going from step to step Wojtyta moves in a circular mode of

thinking, that is back and forth between the two steps. For example, by the process of

phenomenological analysis, Wojtyta examines a facet of the human person obtained from

some conscious experience. He then compares his findings with a realistic, objective

metaphysical truth. Once the truth of some experience of man is verified, he then proceeds

to a further phenomenological analysis.
49 Thus in his Theology of the Body, while examining

the subjective experience of man in the Garden, he constantly refers to the objective truth as

revealed by God.

As with all philosophers, Wojtyta assigns a precise definition to the terms he uses. It

is important to know and understand exactly what each term means. Unfortunately in some
English translations different words are used that fail to give us the meaning Wojtyta

originally intended. For example, he uses the term man in its Biblical and philosophical
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meaning, which is sometimes replaced by the term human being
50

which does not have the

same meaning and richness. Another word that John Paul uses frequently is "I" which often

translated ego. Ego is the Latin word for "I." But in English it has somewhat different

meanings. It can mean either an appropriate self-esteem or else an inflated opinion of

oneself. John Paul always uses ego in the philosophical sense, which is "I," that is, the

individual self. As we proceed, we will try to give the definitions of various terms in their

original meaning. To start with we will look at some terms already mentioned.

Man: Hebrew term 'adam, which means taken from the earth. It signifies all of

humanity created in God's image and likeness and embodied as male or female.

Experience and consciousness: These terms are absolutely essential to Wojtyta's

theory of the acting person. Experience in the precise sense means that "the intellect,

present to the activities of the senses, judges (or discerns) the existence of the sensed

realties; 'this exists... that is...'"
51

In metaphysics external experience is the starting point for

understanding the real world. It helps us grasp a reality that is outside of ourselves, "that

something exists with an existence that is real and objectively independent"
52

of the one
experiencing it. Wojtyta calls this a 'sense of reality.' There is a second element, called

interior experience which is knowledge currently being experienced; it deals with non-visible

realities and helps us grasp what we live at a spiritual level.
53

Wojtyia's defines this as a

'sense of knowing'; "It is a sense of reality in and through knowing."
54

"Speaking of the

experience of man, however, we are primarily concerned with the fact that in his experience

man has to face himself, that is, he comes into a cognitive relation with himself."
55

Wojtyta

calls this lived experience.

Consciousness: As we have already seen, Wojtyla rejects the Cartesian view of

pure consciousness which gives existence to the self. Likewise, he rejects the

phenomenological view of consciousness which gives it an intentional
56

character, because
this view tends to subjectivism and idealism - that "being is constituted in and somehow
through consciousness."

57
Wojtyla insists rather, that consciousness is not an independent

subject, but rather "consciousness is always subjectified in the self and that its roots are

always in the suppositum
58 humanum." Consciousness instead is "directly dependent on the

other cognitive faculties of the human person."
59

It "plays a key role in understanding the

personal subjectivity of man" as it is through consciousness that the subject experiences

himself as subject - as someone who acts. (This will be more fully explained later on.)

Wojtyta builds his own theory of consciousness on the Aristotelian concept of consciousness

as an attribute of the intellect and assigns to consciousness two faculties of mirroring and

internalizing.
60 As a mirroring function, consciousness reflects (makes one aware of) what

happens in man as well as what he does, i.e. his acting.
61 Consciousness then "interiorizes

in its own specific manner what it mirrors, thus encapsulating or capturing it in the person's

ego, or self (I)."
62

In other words, consciousness mirrors my external experiences received

from the cognitive faculties
63 and then internalizes them so that they become a part of who I

am as person.

IN THE BEGINNING ,64

"Through the fact that the Word became Flesh, the body has entered theology."
65

What does John Paul II mean by his term "Theology of the Body?" From the time of the

Apostles the Church has taught that man's body has a sacramental character, that is, just as

the visible matter in the Sacraments express the invisible mysteries of God, so too the body
expresses the inner reality of the soul. "It is through the body that the soul expresses itself in
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visible form."
66

Therefore John Paul says, since we are made in the image of God, our

bodies also make visible the mystery of God's own inner life. "Thus the Theology of the Body
is a study of the mystery of God as revealed in the human body."

67

In order to gain a proper understanding of the body, John Paul II insists that we must

first lay the foundation of an "adequate anthropology," that is, a thorough understanding of

man as he was originally created by God. "The concept of adequate anthropology has been

explained... as an 'understanding and interpretation in man in what is essentially human.' It is

opposed to reductionism of the 'naturalistic' kind, which often goes hand in hand with the

theory of evolution about man's beginnings."
68

In other words, we need to reach an integral

vision of man as embodied as male and female. To do this we must return to "the

beginning," that is, to the opening chapters of the Book of Genesis.

In his very first catechesis on the Theology of the Body, John Paul raises the

question himself - what does "this word: 'beginning' mean?"69 The "beginning," he answers,

is that to which Christ Himself refers to in the opening chapters of Genesis: "In the beginning

the Creator made them male and female" (cf. Gen 1:27). So "the beginning" indicates first of

all the mystery of Creation.
70

John Paul points out that there are two accounts of the

Creation story which must be analyzed together. "The text of Genesis 2:18-25 helps us to

understand better what we find in the concise passage of Genesis 1:27-28. At the same
time, if it is read together with the latter, it helps us to understand even more profoundly the

fundamental truth which it contains concerning man created as male and female in the

image and likeness of God."
71

Genesis 1, while chronologically later, "has above all a theological character. An
indication of this is above all the definition of man based on his relationship with God ('in the

image of God he created him'), which includes at the same time an affirmation of the

absolute impossibility of reducing man to the 'world.'" Furthermore "one must recognize that

the first account is concise, free from any subjectivism: it contains only the objective fact and
defines the objective reality..."

72

The first account of man's creation, which, as we observed, is of a theological

nature, contains hidden within itself a powerful metaphysical content. One
should not forgot that precisely this text of Genesis has become the source of

the deepest inspirations for the thinkers who have sought to understand

"being" and "existing" ...man is defined in this passage primarily in the

dimensions of being and of existing ("esse"). He is defined in a more
metaphysical than physical way. To the mystery of his creation ("in the image

of God he created him") corresponds the perspective of procreation ("Be

fruitful and multiply"), of coming to be in the world and in time, of "fieri" which

is necessarily tied to the metaphysical situation of creation: of contingent

being ("contingens"). Precisely in this metaphysical context of the description

of Genesis 1, one must understand the entity of the good, that is, the aspect

of value. In fact, this aspect returns in the rhythm of nearly all of the days of

creation and reaches its high point after the creation of man: "God saw
everything that he had made, and indeed, it was very good" (Gen 1:31). This

is why one can say with certainty that the first chapter of Genesis has formed

an incontrovertible point of reference and solid basis of a metaphysics and

also for an anthropology and an ethics, according to which ens et bonum
convertuntur (being and the good are convertible). Of course, all this has its

significance for theology as well, and above all for the theology of the body.
73
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On the other hand, the second chapter of Genesis "is above all

subjective in nature, and thus in some way psychological. Chapter 2 of

Genesis constitutes in some manner the oldest description and record of

man's self-understanding, and together with chapter 3 it is the first witness of

human consciousness. By means of deeper reflection on this text...we find

there 'in nucleo' almost all the elements of the analysis of man, to which

modern, and above all contemporary, philosophical anthropology is sensitive.

One could say that Genesis 2 presents the creation of man especially in the

aspect of his subjectivity. When we compare the two accounts, we reach the

conviction that this subjectivity corresponds to the objective reality of man
created 'in the image of God.' And also, this fact is - in another way -

important for the theology of the body, as we shall see in the following

analyses."
74

Having thus laid the groundwork for his phenomenological-metaphysical analysis,

John Paul brings out what he sees as another essential key given to us in Genesis for

understanding man. "It is also significant that Christ, in referring to Genesis 2:24, not only

links the 'beginning' with the mystery of creation, but also leads us to the boundary, so to

speak, between man's primeval innocence and original sin."
75 The "beginning" gives us two

situations of man - the state of original innocence (status naturae integrae, state of integral

nature) as contrasted with the state of original sin {status naturae lapsae, state of fallen

nature). "These situations have their own dimension in man, in his innermost being,

knowledge, consciousness, choice and decision, and all of this in a relationship with God,
the Creator, who, in the Yahwist text (Genesis 2 - 3), is at the same time the God of the

Covenant, of the most ancient covenant of the Creator with his creature, that is, with man."
76

In Genesis they seem to be "two diametrically opposed situations" symbolically linked to the

boundary of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, which is also seen "as an expression

and symbol of the covenant with God broken in man's heart." "However Christ's words,

which appeal to the "beginning," allow us to find an essential continuity in man and a link

between these two different states or dimensions of the human being."
77

In other words, John Paul wants us to see that when Christ (cf. Mt 19:3-8) makes
reference to "the beginning," he is actually indicating that the state of original innocence is

not entirely lost. This is because "historical man" (i.e. all men and women born after the Fall)

"is rooted, so to speak, in his revealed theological prehistory, and for this reason, every point

of his historical sinfulness must be explained (both in the case of the soul and of the body)

with reference to original innocence. One can say that this reference is a 'co-inheritance' of

sin, and precisely of original sin. While in every historical man, this sin signifies a state of lost

grace, it carries with it a reference to that grace, which was precisely the grace of original

innocence."
78 John Paul points out that this is clearly indicated "when man, male and female,

after having broken the original covenant with his Creator, receives the first promise of

redemption in the words of the so-called Protoevangelium in Genesis 3:15 and begins to live

in the theological perspective of redemption... Precisely this perspective of the redemption of

the body guarantees the continuity and unity between man's hereditary state of sin and his

original innocence, although within history this innocence was irremediably lost by him."
79

In

other words historical man has the experience of himself rooted in his pre-history, that is, his

state of original innocence. Although man cannot actually return to this state of innocence,

the Gift of Redemption gives him the grace to recover his wholeness again as a person

made in the image and likeness of God. But only by reflecting on his pre-history as given in

Genesis can he discover just what this wholeness consists of.
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THE GIFT

Having outlined his method, John Paul then proceeds to analyze further those

elements he has highlighted in his catecheses so far. At the same time he wants us to keep

in mind these words of St. Paul: "We who have the first fruits of the Spirit groan inwardly as

we wait for.. .the redemption of our bodies." (Rom 8:23)

Genesis begins by introducing us "into the mystery of Creation, that is, the beginning

of the world by the will of God, Who is omnipotence and love."
80

In the beginning God
created the heavens and the earth...and the Spirit of God (ruah Elohim) was moving over

the face of the waters. "This Biblical concept of creation includes not only the call to

existence of the very being of the cosmos, that is to say, the giving of existence, but also the

presence of the Spirit of God in creation, that is to say, the beginning of God's salvific self-

communication to the things he creates."
81

And God said, 'Let there be'...and so there was. And God saw that it was good. "This

divine 'seeing' is in every way primary because it creates good and also ensures its

continuance within time. But the goodness of the created world shows us that the motive for

creation is love."
82 And then God said, 'Let us make man, according to our own image and

likeness.' And God saw that it was very good. These lines in Genesis, John Paul II observes,

clearly tell us that the creation of man is essentially distinguished from the previous acts of

creation. He points out that in the seven-day account of creation there is an evident "precise

step-by-step progression; man, by contrast, is not created according to a natural succession,

but the Creator seems to halt before calling him to existence, as if he entered back into

himself to make a decision, 'Let us make man in our image, in our likeness."'
83

"Not only is it

preceded by a solemn introduction, as if it were the case of God deliberating before this

important act, but above all, man's exceptional dignity is set out in relief by 'likeness' with

God whose image he or she is."
84

Furthermore, this being created in the image of God, that

is, being endowed with transcendence and a spiritual character, shows us that God is

establishing a covenant with man - a covenant of love.

To create means to call into existence from nothing: therefore, to

create means to give existence. And if the visible world is created for man,
therefore the world is given to man. And at the same time that same man in

his own humanity receives as a gift a special "image and likeness" to God.

This means not only rationality and freedom as constitutive properties of

human nature, but also, from the very beginning, the capacity of having a

personal relationship with God, as "I" and "you," and therefore the capacity of

having a covenant, which will take place in God's salvific communication with

man. 85

Within the context of Creation John Paul II posits three experiences of man. The first

experience of man is the "original solitude." This solitude of man comes from the second

Creation account which gives us a separate account for the creation of man and the creation

of woman. This solitude also encompasses 'man' before being male and female, so that it is

the experience of both man and woman. "It seems, therefore, on the basis of the whole

context, that this solitude has two meanings: one deriving from man's very nature, that is,

from his humanity (and that is evident in the account of Genesis 2), and the other deriving

from the relationship between male and female, and in some way, this is evident on the

basis of the first meaning."
86
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"The Yahwist text connects the creation of man first and foremost with the need to 'till

the ground' (Genesis 2:5), and that would correspond in the first account with the vocation to

subdue and have dominion over the earth (cf. Genesis 1:28)."
87

The Lord God formed man
of dust from ground and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life, and man became a living

being. This man, who is a "living being," John Paul tells us, "distinguishes himself continually

from all other living beings of the visible world... precisely by the fact that only he is able to

'cultivate the earth' and to 'subdue it' (cf. Gen 2:5 and Gen 1:28)." This ability to work which

likewise makes him superior to the rest of living creatures comes from "the human intuition

of the meaning of one's own body."
88

John Paul says this establishes man's subjectivity which "finds a further expression

when the Lord God 'formed every kind of animal of the field and all the birds of the air and

brought them to the man to see what he would call them' (Gen 2:19). Thus, the first meaning

of man's original solitude is defined based on a specific 'test' or on an examination that man
undergoes before God (and in some way also before himself). Through this 'test,' man gains

the consciousness of his own superiority, that is, that he cannot be put on a par with any

other species of living beings on the earth."
89 To name something in Biblical tradition means

to have dominion over them. Yet this act of naming the animals possesses an even deeper

meaning for man. John Paul points out that "the created man finds himself from the first

moment of his existence before God in search of his own definition; today one would say, in

search of his own 'identity.' The observation that man is 'alone' in the midst of the visible

world and, in particular, among living beings (animalia), has a negative meaning in this

search, inasmuch as it expresses what man 'is not.'"
90

"Being alone before God also has its positive aspect for man in his search to identify

himself."
91 John Paul points out that as man grows in his knowledge of the world around him

- all those visible, living creatures which God brings to him to be named, he likewise grows

in knowledge of himself. That is, he knows that he is different from all other living beings

because he possesses spiritual faculties which they obviously do not have. It is these

spiritual faculties which makes him realize that he is a person.

Man is alone because he is "different" from the visible world, from the

world of living beings. Analyzing the text of the Book of Genesis we are, in a

way, witnesses of how man "distinguishes himself before God-Yahweh from

the whole world of living beings (animalia) with his first act of self-

consciousness, and of how, therefore, he reveals himself to himself and at

the same time asserts himself as a "person" in the visible world.
92

"Man is 'alone': this is to say that through his own humanity, through what he is, he is

at the same time constituted into a unique, exclusive and unrepeatable relationship with God
himself."

93 The Pope points out that man, who in the Genesis 1 was created 'in the image of

God,' is manifested in Genesis 2 as "a subject constituted as a person," a person who is a

"'partner of the Absolute' inasmuch as he must consciously discern and choose between
good and evil, life and death."

94 "When God-Yahweh gives to the first man, formed in this

way, the commandment concerning all the trees that grow in the 'garden in Eden,' above all

the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, this adds to the aspects of choice and self-

determination (that is, of free will) to the outline of man above."
95 Thus John Paul says that

the concept of original solitude includes also the concepts of both self-consciousness and

self-determination as an integral part of man's subjectivity. "The fact that man is 'alone'

contains within itself this ontological structure, and at the same time it indicates authentic

understanding. Without this, one cannot understand and correctly interpret the next words,
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which constitute the prelude to the creation of the first woman, 'I want to make a help.'
96

Above all, however, without that deep meaning of man's original solitude, one cannot

understand and correctly interpret the whole situation of man, created in the image of God,

which is the situation of the first, in fact primeval, Covenant with God."
97

To recapitulate what we have seen in Genesis so far: Man who is made in "our

image, after our likeness" (Gen 1:26), belongs to the visible world. "He is a body among
bodies."

98
His body through which man participates in the visible world, makes him at the

same time conscious of being 'alone.' Not only his existence, but his body is a gift from God,

Who wishes to establish a covenant with him. "The analysis of the Yahwist text will allow us,

further, to link man's original solitude with the awareness of the body, through which man
distinguishes himself from all the animalia and 'separates himself from them, and through

which he is a person."
99 Man in his solitude discovers through consciousness of his body

that as person he has a spiritual nature which the rest of visible creation does not have.
100

The first task in Genesis 2:7 that God gives man is to till the ground and subdue it. In

fact, man distinguishes himself from the animalia by the fact that "only he is able to 'cultivate

the earth' (see Gen 2:5) and to 'subdue it' (Gen 1:28)."
101 "Man is a subject not only by his

self-consciousness and by self-determination, but also based on his own body. The structure

of this body is such that it permits him to be the author of truly genuinely human activity

(work). In this activity, the body expresses the person."
102 Now that he knows the

fundamental meaning of his own body, God places man as subject before the mystery of the

tree of the knowledge of good and evil.

SUMMARY:

At this point in his analysis of Genesis 1 and 2, John Paul has given us some very

profound concepts which we need to explore before we can proceed.

Cosmological and personalistic: John Paul focuses our attention on the fact that

the creation of man, being as it is "inserted into the seven-day cycle of the creation, there

could be attributed to it a cosmological character."
103 However since "at the same time the

Creator orders him to subdue and have dominion over the earth (cf. Gn.1:28): he is therefore

placed over the world." What exactly does he mean by the term cosmological character in

regard to man? As he explains elsewhere, this implies "a belief in the reducibility of man to

the world."
104

This type of understanding has its basis in Aristotelian anthropology which

defines man as homo est animal rationale (man is a rational animal). Although such a

definition has its usefulness especially for metaphysics, he points out, the tendency is to

exclude "the possibility of accentuating the irreducible in man." In this tradition man was
considered "primarily as an object, one of the objects in the world to which man visibly and

physically belongs."
105

That is to say, by categorizing man only in terms of genus and

species, we reduce man to the same level as all other material beings.

But as we have already seen, Genesis 2 presents man as person, as someone who
is not only above the rest of creation, but different.

106
"An indication of that is especially the

definition of man on the basis of his relationship with God ('in the image of God he created

him'), which at the same time contains the affirmation of the absolute impossibility of

reducing man to the 'world.'"
107 Man is revealed to himself as a subject who experiences his

own acts and inner happenings and with them his own subjectivity.
108 "Man is then given to

us not merely as a being defined according to species, but as a concrete self, a self-
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experiencing subject." This understanding of man inwardly, in his subjectivity, John Paul

calls personalistic. We reach this personalistic understanding of man by the process John

Paul calls pausing at the irreducible™
9
At the same time we must always keep in mind that

"the personalistic type of understanding man is not the antinomy of the cosmological type

but its complement."
110

Only by pausing "at the irreducible"
111

, at that which is unique and unrepeatable in

each man, by virtue of which he or she is not just a particular human being - an individual of

a certain species - but a personal subject - do we get a true and complete picture of

man."
112

"The irreducible also refers to everything in man that is invisible and wholly internal

and whereby each man, myself included, is an 'eyewitness' of his or her own self- of his or

her own humanity and person."
113

Another term that can be used in this context is incommunicability - that which is

not shared with anyone or anything else. All existing matter has something in common
(communicable) with others that share in the same nature. All men, for example, share in the

same human nature, that is they participate in it. But each visible, existing object, to varying

degrees, also has that which is incommunicable - that which it does not share with anyone

or anything else. God is totally incommunicable. He not only does not share His Divine

Nature, He is His Nature. St. Thomas says that man is the most perfect of all that God
created, therefore his incommunicability has a special fullness. This fullness comes from the

fact that he is a person, which is spiritual in nature, and because a person exists for his or

her own sake. In other words, there was only one Plato. Even if someone else has the same
name, he can never be the person that Plato was (and still is!)

114

Subject and Object: Since objectivity and subjectivity are frequent concepts in the

Theology of the Body, it will be useful to see how John Paul defines these words in regard to

person. The word subject, which is a major term in his works, comes from the Latin

subjectum (that which is placed underneath). When used in regard to the human person it

means "that which lies underneath all its acts and attributes."
115

The word object, he says, can mean more or less the same as 'entity,'
116

but is not

strictly speaking it's proper meaning "since an 'object' is always related to a 'subject.' A
'subject' is also an 'entity' - an entity which exists and acts in a certain way."

117
Therefore

"every subject also exists as an object, an objective 'something' or 'somebody.' As an object,

man is 'somebody' - and this sets him apart from every other entity in the visible world,

which as an object is always only 'something.'" One of the essential characteristics of

experience is its objectiveness, it is always the experience of 'something' or 'someone.' In

experience man is given to us as someone who exists and acts, thus he experiences himself

simultaneously as subject and object.
118

This is because "the one having the experience is a

human person and the one being experienced is also a human person."

Person and Subjectivity: There are three universal definitions for person. The first

comes from Roman law: persona est sui juris et non alterius juris, a person belongs to

himself and not to another. Slaves were not persons because they did not belong to

themselves; they belonged to someone else. Christian philosophers later modified this to:

persona est sui juris et alter! incommunicabilis, the person is one who belongs to

(possesses) himself and is not capable of being communicated (transferred) to another. The
second is the famous definition of Boethius, which was used extensively by St. Thomas in

his treatises on the Trinity: persona est substantia individual rationalis naturae, a person is

an individual substance of a rational nature. The third comes from Emmanuel Kant who said
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a person is one who exists for his own sake, and never for the sake of another. This means
that as person, I must always remain intact as person and never absorbed, that is, become a

mere part of a family or community.
120

As we saw above, John Paul points out that it was in man's experience of his

subjectivity that he realized that he was a person. Subjectivity refers to the person as a

subject acting through himself, or as Wojtyta defines it: "my whole personal structure of self-

determination, in which I discover myself as that through which I possess myself and govern

myself- or, at any rate, should posses myself and govern myself."
121

John Paul also brought out that man's original solitude reveals that self-

consciousness and self-determination (self-government) are an integral part of man's

subjectivity.
122

"The dynamic structure of self-determination reveals to me that I am given to

myself and assigned to myself, as having continually to affirm and monitor myself, and thus,

in a sense, as having continually to 'achieve' this dynamic structure of myself, a structure

that is given to me as self-possession and self-governance. At the same time, this is a

completely internal and totally immanent structure. It is a real endowment of the personal

subject: in a sense, it is this subject. In my lived experience of self-possession and self-

governance, I experience that I am a person and that I am a subject."
123

Self-consciousness (also called self-possession) and self-determination, although

distinct from each other, form one dynamic whole. Self-possession is that by which I know
myself as person, that I belong to myself, sui juris. Self-determination is that by which I can

and must act; I am the author of my acts. In order to be the author of my acts, I must be

aware of myself, of who I am, so that my acts express who I am as person. This may seem
to be subjectivism, but actually it is not. One must always be acting out of that center, where

as imago Dei, I am in touch with God and follow His inspirations and counsels. If I were to

act according to my own personal whims and desires, then I would not be truly acting as

person. Being fully rooted in one's personal selfhood is the exact opposite of individualism

because the object of my act is always that of value, the "entity of the good"
124

which was
present "in the beginning" in Creation.

125

Work: John Paul also mentions that "work was one of the first characteristics that

distinguished man from the rest of creatures."
126 One of the first commands God gave to

man 'in the beginning' was to subdue the earth and exercise dominion over it. "Within this

work of becoming 'master of the earth' man must always remain within the Creator's original

ordering."
127

Besides the objective sense of work, John Paul also points out there is a

subjective sense.

Man has to subdue the earth and dominate it, because as the "image

of God" he is a person, that is to say, a subjective being capable of acting in a

planned and rational way, capable of deciding about himself and with a

tendency to self-realization. As a person, man is therefore the subject of

work. As a person he works, he performs various actions belonging to the

work process; independently of their objective content, these actions must all

serve to realize his humanity, to fulfill the calling to be a person that is his by

reason of his very humanity. And so this "dominion" spoken of in the Biblical

text being meditated upon here refers not only to the objective dimension of

work, but at the same time introduces us to an understanding of its subjective

dimension. Understood as a process whereby man and the human race

subdue the earth, work corresponds to this basic Biblical concept only when
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throughout the process man manifests himself and confirms himself as the

one who "dominates."
128

In all his work, man must 'dominate' because the "one who is doing it is a person."
129

He must always be in possession of himself; the one who acts. "Through work man not only

transforms nature, adapting it to his own needs, but he also achieves fulfillment as a human
person."

130
Yet, as the Pope points out, today, especially in the West, it is not man who

dominates work, though it may seem that way. Rather it is work that dominates man,

especially in regard to the ultra-fast technological advances of our culture. We experience

this even in our monasteries, where often we feel overwhelmed by work instead of having

dominion over it! The solution - "Man ought to imitate God both in working and also in

resting, since God himself wished to present his own creative activity under the form of work

and rest."
131

At this point of the Pope's Theology of the Body, we see man as person in one
aspect of his subjectivity - that of self-determination. But there is another aspect of

subjectivity without which man can never be a fully integrated person. "Alone" in his solitude

among all the other creatures, man has not been able to fully discover himself. God willing,

in Part II we will see how God resolves this dilemma for man and explore the other aspect of

our personhood as well as what John Paul calls the "education in love."
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THE CONTEMPLATIVE LIFESTYLE

Oh, there is a wonderful way --

I feel like St. Peter himself

of that day

when the Spirit descended

upon him and the others.

Oh, What a day

when the Spirit descends.

There is a quietness in the soul,

you know
the feeling you wish not move.

For the movement of silence within

is so vast,

it clasps the whole being

and one wishes only to be still --

the stillness of God.

But there was more on this day

and there was no way

one could be still

for there was fire as well.

Fire compelled speech

and Peter spoke

so that

all men, women and children

understood him.

He gathered on that day,

it is said,

at least five thousand

and drew them to Christ.

He simply opened his mouth

and all languages poured out.

Why now do I feel I am like Peter?

Have I suddenly been given

the gift of tongues

so as to draw

all men, women and children to the

Lord of Love?

No!

rather the most important language

of them all --

the Word ofLove.

Sister Mary of the Holy Spirit. O.P.

Menlo Park, CA
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OUR DOMINICAN PROFESSION

Soeur Marie Ancilla, OP.
Lourdes, France

Translated by: Sister Mary Lucy, O.P.

Buffalo, NY

The discovery of diverse interpretations of our formula of profession led me to do
some research in order to try to find the causes of the divergence, as well as the import of

the documents which served as the basis.

THE PROFESSION OF THE APOSTLES

The monks of the 4
th - 13

th
centuries, engaging in a spiritual reading of the Bible,

heard the call of Jesus to the apostles: "Follow me," as spoken directly to themselves. The
episode of the rich young man further confirms that this call had been addressed to others

as well as to the apostles.

In responding to this call, the monk found himself in the company of those who had

preceded him in this following of Christ, in "the company of the apostles," as St. Bernard

says, in the college of the apostles. Profession confirms one's response to the call, just as

St. Peter's response to the Lord: "Here we have put everything aside to follow you" (Mt.

19:27), ratified in some way his initial gesture on the shore of the Sea of Galilee. The
Fathers, furthermore, considered this phrase as the apostolic profession.

Thus, profession is an element of the apostolic life and through it we enter into this

life. It commits us to lead the type of life which was that of the apostles. Their manner of

living close to the Lord is known to us through the Gospels, as well as through the Acts of

the Apostles. Indeed, these give us an account of the manner of life recommended by the

apostles to the first community at Jerusalem in the form which they themselves lived during

their three years of common life with the Lord.

However, living in the company of the apostles can be done in various ways: there

exist many conceptions of the life of the first community. Two main currents will appear in

the Middle Ages: the monastic world of the 12
th
century—which rests on the tradition dating

back to Cassian—and the movement of the canons of the 1 1
m
-1

2

th
centuries—which is

founded on the Rule of St. Augustine. These two currents are connected moreover to St.

Antony who was the first to have been struck by the response of the apostles to the call of

the Lord and by the poverty of the first Christian community:

[...]as usual, he chanced to be on his way to church. As he was
walking along, he collected his thoughts and reflected how the Apostles left

everything and followed the Savior; also how the people in Acts sold what

they had and laid it at the feet of the Apostles for distribution among the

needy [ACW vol. 10, 19.].

There were bridges between the two currents, for the two had as a common base the

combination of entrance into the college of the apostles and the imitation of the first

community at Jerusalem. The reemergence of the Rule of St. Augustine with the rise of the

canons happened within a framework which was unknown to St. Augustine. The innovation
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consisted in a rereading of the elements which had previously been gathered in light of the

Augustinian notion of the vita apostolica, an understanding quite different from the one which

spread through the monastic world from the time of Cassian.

In the Order, the brothers and sisters—reunited together around the Lord in the

college of the apostles—brought together all the elements considered by tradition as

characteristic of the life of the apostles: common life, humility, obedience, poverty, prayer,

regular observance, manual labor, preaching, the novitiate, etc., by rereading them in the

light of the Augustinian concept of monastic life, yet with Dominic's distinctive mark.

Meditating on the Gospel in his turn, the Father of the Preachers discovers there, as if

spoken directly to him, the rule of life given by Christ to his apostles: mendicant preaching!

He thus enriches the long tradition of the imitation of the apostles and, in a sense, brings it to

its high-point. Fr. Vicaire explains:

What actualizes our sequela Christi is our entrance by profession into a

communal state which continues that of the Apostles gathered by and with

Christ, and which permits the practice of all of the counsels given by Christ to

the Apostles. Among these counsels henceforth practiced collectively, the

first is to become part of a group; it is the communal life.

Today, this reading of Scripture strikes some as outmoded. It is, rather, the fruit of a

sincere entering into the Word, which is valid for every age. Yet it remains hidden from the

wise and the clever.

OUR FORMULA OF PROFESSION

Our profession is ratified by a formula of profession.
2

1 . Comparison with the formula of the Premonstratensians

To understand our present formula of profession it is necessary to compare the

formula of profession of the Premonstratensions (late 12
th
century) with that of the primitive

Constitutions.

Ego, frater N., EgoN.
facio professionem

offerens trado meipsum et promitto obedientiam
ecc/es/ae Sanctae Genitricis Dei [...] Deo et beatae Mariae

et tibi N, magistro

ordinis Predicatorum
et successoribus tuis

et promitto conversionem
morum meorum
et stabilitatem in loco

secundum evangeiium Christi

et secundum apostolicam institutionem

et secundum canonicam regulam beati Augustini. secundum regulam beati Augustini

et institutions fratrum ordinis Predicatorum
Promitto etiam obedientiam quod ero obediens

tibi tuisque successoribus
usque ad mortem in Christo usque ad mortem.
domino N, prefate ecclesias patri

et successoribus eius,

quos pars sanio

congregationis elegerit.
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Notice that the monastic-canonical formula, "promise of conversion of manners and

stability," has been suppressed; Dominicans are no longer bound to a place. It is simply: "I

make profession."

2. Commentary of Fr. Vicaire

Our formula departs from the Premonstratensian formula, which includes, as

does that of most canons, an offering (offerens trado meipsum) to the patron

of their church (the Blessed Virgin). Dominic did not want this, since we are

not consecrated to a particular church, patron, or place. He replaced this

offering with a formula of obedience to God and to the most holy Virgin (only

later was St. Dominic added). It is therefore necessary to render the first part

of our formula of profession thus: "I make profession (I bind myself to God)
according to the law of the Friars Preachers." This act obliges us to

everything our rule and Constitutions specify, according to the formula which

has been given to us, that is to say, to the ministry of the Gospel as much as

to the life of fraternal unity and contemplation.

The profession formula of the Premonstratentians, like that of most of the

religious of the time, is followed by an individual promise of obedience to the

superior of the community and to his successors. This promise reappears in

the middle of the 11
th

century, when the reform of the diocesan canons was
accomplished by a promise of obedience to their bishop (in Rome, to the

pope). Profession commits us to obedience to our superiors. It only remained

to identify this particular superior, which is effected by the promise which

follows the profession. It would be wrong to say that in the Order we only

make a vow of obedience. We vow everything that is contained in our law.

The subsequent promise to the superior is a vestige of formality from the

Middle Ages when one was only considered to be bound to a person by a

formal declaration. The essential words in our formula are, therefore: "I make
profession according to the Rule and the Constitutions of the Order."

When I comment upon our formula, I point out that in the phrase: "I promise

obedience to God, to the Blessed Virgin Mary and to our holy father Dominic,"

it is not a matter of justice, as with a secular promise of obedience, but of

theologal charity, a gift of love as in the bond of the sacrament of marriage.

"Yes, I want to be your wife (or your husband) and I give myself to you"... .We
give ourselves to God, to Mary, etc.

...The single vow of our profession encompasses the gift of love to God and

our commitment to spread the Gospel for the salvation of all men, with, of

course, humility, common life, poverty, prayer, obedience... (Letter of May 8,

1988).
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This is well expressed in the present formulas of profession, both of the friars and of

the nuns (the formula of the nuns is poorly rendered in the official [Latin] translation):

I, Brother N.N. make profession and

promise obedience to God, and to

Blessed Mary and to Blessed Dominic,

and to you, Brother N.N. Master of the

Order of Friars Preachers and to your

successors (or: to you Brother N.N. Prior

Provincial of the Province...; or:

delegated...; in place of Brother N.N.,

Master of the Order of Friars Preachers

and his successors) according to the Rule

of Blessed Augustine and the

Constitutions of the Friars Preachers, that

I will be obedient to you and to your

successors for three years. (LCO 199)

I, Sister N.N., make profession and

promise obedience to God and to blessed

Mary and to blessed Dominic, and to the

Master of the Order of Friars Preachers,

and to you Sister N.N., prioress of this

monastery of N.N., and to your

successors, according to the Rule of

blessed Augustine and the Constitutions

of the Nuns of the Order of Preachers,

that I will be obedient to you, and to your

successors for three years." (LCM 157, I)
3

N.B. It is necessary to perceive the double meaning of the word obedience in our

Constitutions in order to truly understand the various ways in which the word "profession" is

used. We do not only make a vow of obedience. But in our Constitutions, we do find the

phrase "profession of obedience" (LCM 1, § 6; 152, § 2). How do we understand this

expression?

"There is an ambiguity in the use of the word "obedience" with respect to our

Constitutions.

A. Obedience as a vow.

It corresponds to our common life and is the virtue which enables us to obey
the precept of the superior with a view to the common good. It is a form of

justice.

B. Obedience in the broad sense of the term, which is in reality the surrender

of love which our profession signifies. This act, this bond of love is a personal

act of theologal charity (faith, hope and charity) prior to all justice, to the

whole of the communal life. It is this 'obedience' (in the broad sense) which
one speaks of in regard to our profession and which is understood as the

totality of our Dominican profession. So much so, that if one has not carefully

distinguished between these two uses of the word obedience, one cannot

fully understand the documents which make use of them" (Fr. Vicaire).

Note that this obedience as a general virtue is close to what Augustine understood

by obedience in his writings and particularly in his Rule: obedience is "a disposition of the

soul which governs all the attitudes of man so completely that it is to be found at the root of

all the other virtues and is also their crown."
4
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3. The meaning of the expression: "Facio professionem" 5

For a long time, professio retained the broader meaning which comes from its

etymological root, profateri. From antiquity through the end of the Middle

Ages, professio signified the public manifestation of a conviction or resolution,

and with regards to the latter, a promise, even a declaration of a trade or a

state of life. [...] Applied to the religious state, it signified above all, until the

6
th

- 7
th

centuries, the public practice of monastic life, which only required the

taking of the habit without any other particular rite of initiation. [...] The term

professio will only come into its full technical and juridical status in the 7
th

- 8
th

centuries, when it will become the explicit commitment and definitive religious

state; no longer only a declaration preceding a resolve, but a formal

affirmation, scripto et verbo, of the propositum, the irrevocable decision to

accept the religious life with all its obligations [...]. The introductory phrase,

ego facio professionem, in the Dominican profession formula is thus only

original in a very restricted sense: long employed in the monastic rite of

profession, it now finds a place in the formula itself.

4. A Single Vow

In the prologue of the primitive Constitutions there is mention only of a single vow:

"We who live under the vow of one profession." (Recent translations have erroneously

introduced the plural, "vows.")

Humbert of Romans, at the end of the 13
th

century, also speaks of a single vow:

"Since by the vow of religion you have committed yourselves to great things[...].
6

In the letter on the observance of the regular life, again when he speaks of an

obedience which must be persevering, he speaks of profession, but not of a profession of

obedience:

Finally, your obedience must be persevering. Thus, when you make
profession, you oblige yourselves to be obedient unto death.

7

5. Three Vows

The end of the 14
th

century and the beginning of the 15
th mark a turning point. No

longer is the primitive perspective, with its roots plunged into the patristic period, understood

within the Order. The modern epoch now appears, with the emphasis placed on the

individual. To the original vision of religious life, that of a personal relationship with God, is

added the triad of poverty, chastity and obedience. It is precisely at this time that the three

vows become classic (in 1405, with Innocent VII), and are already present in the rules of St.

Francis and St. Claire.

It so happens that Bl. John Dominic (1357-1419), who was one of the artisans of the

Dominican reform of the 14
th-15 ,h

centuries, was a contemporary of Innocent VII. A passage

of his Treatise on the obligation of the Constitutions - reproduced below—shows that he

reread the Dominican sources in the light of the new way of approaching the religious life.

The perspectives proper to the Middle Ages, to which Humbert of Romans (Master of the

Order from 1254-1263) is witness, were completely foreign to him. A comparison of the

interpretation which he gives of the formula of our profession with the writings of Humbert of
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Romans is enlightening. It is very probable that his role in the Dominican reform has

contributed to propagating and giving substance to an erroneous interpretation which has

had its ramifications down to our own day.

This text shows the extent to which the meaning of a document can be completely

distorted by a lack of historical perspective.

God, holy Mary and the blessed Dominic are named before the words of

profession and are given as guarantors of the bond taken by the one making

profession.

With respect to the question, "Whether the Constitutions of the Order of Friars

Preachers oblige those who make profession?" we must answer without

doubt that they do. This is evident principally from the orders, commands,
ordinations and prohibitions of the text, but also from reason.

It is true that in the preface to these Constitutions it is said that "We do not

wish these Constitutions to bind under sin or penalty, unless this is on

account of a formal precept or because of contempt." But everyone is

believed to have obligated himself to that which is most closely touching upon
his salvation and what is most congruous to justice.

Let us ask what this profession means, when in the beginning it says, "I

promise obedience to God." Is the sense of this that I promise obedience to

God and to the other saints who are mentioned according to the rule and the

Constitutions, or simply that I bind myself again to obey God? If the first is

true, either this is to impose a law on God (since it would not be possible for

him to command something other than that which is written), or else a person

obligates himself through the vow to the observance of the Rule and the

Constitutions. The first is laughable and trifling; the second is quite formidable

and the gravest of obligations.

Whatever we think of the obedience promised to God in our profession, what
shall we say about the glorious Virgin, since we add: "(I promise obedience)

to blessed Mary"? Whether to things commanded in the past or in the future

by her is not explained, for it is impossible to understand to what this pertains.

Then the one making profession adds: "(I promise obedience) to blessed

Dominic." Would that we might believe that we were professing ourselves to

the institutes our Holy Father Dominic expressed in his life and words, and
would know that we were obligated to them! Then the spacious Order of

Dominic would blossom with roses and lilies, violets and crocuses, and would

give an odor of sweetness like cinnamon and balsam, continually sending out

of the desert a pillar of cloud from the aroma of myrrh and incense and all

other finely ground scents!

Let us say these three, in the words of profession, are placed before us as

sureties for our promise and are received by the one professing as those who
witness and post bond, just as those who were accustomed to keep spiritual
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contracts in the Old and New Testaments. The one making profession

violates and denies that profession, if, with these three witnesses as his

advocates, he does not keep what he has promised; rather, he calls them
forth against him in judgment.

See how significant it is that the one making profession of the three vows with

those who witness standing near calls upon only these three—namely God,

blessed Mary, and blessed Dominic. He does not promise anything to

blessed Augustine, according to whose Rule profession is principally made.

First, as regards poverty, blessed Augustine was not without his possessions;

second, regarding chastity, he was not chaste before his baptism, but rather

had a son by his concubine (namely, Adeodatus); third, with regard to

obedience, he was a superior rather than a subject, giving orders to others.

But these three advocates were remarkable in keeping the three vows.

It is clear that the God-Man had nowhere to lay his head, as regards poverty;

he was born a virgin from a virgin, as regards chastity; he did not come to do
his own will but the will of his Father, as regards obedience.

Regarding the second bondsman, even as a girl or a young child she

submitted herself to the discipline of the High Priest, as touching the third

vow; she did not know man, and was ignorant of the marriage bed, as

touching the second vow; and she loved poverty so much that, even after she

had so recently been enriched by the gifts of the Magi, she was unable to buy

a lamb for the offering of her Son in the Temple.

But the third bondsman, Blessed Dominic, is the patriarch of the greatest

poverty; he preserved his virginity intact throughout his whole life; and this

burning lover of obedience blossomed with such good that he did not even

wish to write his own rule, although he was full of wisdom and the Holy Spirit,

but rather chose one already written, so that he might obey before he was
obeyed. He even renounced the office of Master of the Order, anxious to be

placed under his sons through the most healthful blessing of obedience.
8

In this text, there is no longer a distinction between profession and promise of

obedience. Indeed, he says that God, holy Mary and Saint Dominic are mentioned before

the profession!

The promise of obedience is interpreted as being a profession of the three vows of

poverty, chastity and obedience.

In this context, the meaning of the promise of obedience to God puts the

commentator at a loss: he does not find a satisfying explanation.

Augustine is completely disregarded: Humbert of Romans knew that Augustine died

without a will in such manner that his poverty was authentic. As for wondering whether or not

Augustine practiced the three vows, it is a complete anachronism: the question would not

even have arisen for the first friars! And how would Augustine have been able to practice

them if they were not in existence in his time?
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6. One vowwhich includes the three

In the Rituel de la profession of 1930 (p. 12), a rubric which explains the meaning of

the formula of profession continues in this vein, but with a modification. It is no longer said,

as did Bl. John Dominic, that we profess three vows, but that we make one vow which

encompasses the three:

In both temporary and Solemn Profession, after the primitive formula

of profession, the single vow of obedience is expressed, under which one

intends to observe chastity and voluntary poverty, as well as the precepts

contained in the Rule and Constitutions, or ordained by a superior.
9

Some interpret the text of LCO in the same way, but LCM 17, § 2 is an adaptation:

Therefore in our profession only one promise is expressed, namely, of

obedience to the Master of the Order and his successors, according to the

laws of the Preachers, and thus the unity of the Order and of profession,

which depends upon the unity of the head whom all are obliged to obey, is

preserved. (LCO 17, § 2)

Therefore in our profession we promise obedience to the Master of the Order

according to our Constitutions, and thus preserve the unity of the Order

and of our profession which are dependent on our common obligation of

obedience to one head. (LCM 17, § 2)

Some understand the phrase "in our profession only one promise is expressed,

namely, of obedience," to mean that in our profession the single vow of obedience is

explicitly formulated.

The genesis of this change is attributed by some to St. Thomas:

Finally, a holocaust, as Gregory says, is the offering to God of all that one
has. But man has a triple good, according to Aristotle: first, the good of

external things, which one offers to God entirely by the vow of voluntary

poverty; secondly, the good of his own body, which one offers to God
especially by the vow of continence, whereby he renounces the most intense

bodily pleasures; thirdly, the good of the soul, which one offers totally to God
by obedience, whereby he offers God his own will, through which man uses

all the powers and habits of the soul. Therefore the religious state is properly

integrated by the three vows....

By obedience one offers God his will, to which all human things are subject.

But some things are especially subject to the will alone—namely, human
acts—while the passions pertain also to the sensitive appetite. Therefore, to

control the passions related to the carnal pleasures and coveted external

goods which are impediments to perfection of life, the vows of continence and

poverty are necessary; but to perform one's actions according to the

demands of the state of perfection requires the vow of obedience (Summa
Theologiae, ll

3
-!!

33

, q. 186, a. 7, ad 3.).
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A note from the new [French] translation of the Summa Theologiae
10
focuses on this

subject: "it is not necessary to interpret this passage as an explanation of the profession

formula of the Order to which St. Thomas belonged, which encompasses the totality of the

religious commitment. Rather, this text is the sign that Saint Thomas preferred the current

usage of his time of naming the three vows in the formula of profession."

It was therefore necessary to succeed in finding the first document which propagated

this erroneous interpretation.

7. One vow. ..and the vows!

We only express a single vow in the formula of profession, the vow which grants us

entrance into the college of the apostles, and commits us to living fully our sequela Christi.

But that does not mean that the three counsels of poverty, chastity and obedience would not

be vowed. Among all the evangelical counsels contained in our Dominican sequela Christi,

three form the object of a vow: the subsequent practice has been included in our

Constitutions. These three counsels correspond to external goods, to the body, to the will;

or, in other words, to the three levels of existence and of relationships: possessions,

pleasure appetites, authority. By these three vows, all virtuous acts, all good works become
a form of worship, a service of God. It is necessary to return once again to the complete

doctrine of St. Thomas.

This development shows us how our tradition, without ever abandoning its origins,

remains open to the riches which may emerge in subsequent generations, knowing the right

moment to integrate them into its patrimony.
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Conclusion

In conclusion, one can say that our formula of profession contains an

essential element:

"I make profession [...], according to the Rule of blessed Augustine and the Constitutions of

the Friars [of the Nuns of the Order of] Preachers,

"

and a

promise which has two levels:

a. the promise of obedience to God, to the Blessed Virgin Mary and to St. Dominic—which

is a gift of ourselves

—

b. and the promise of obedience to the Master of the Order and to the prior(ess)—which

specifies whom we bind ourselves to obey.

3
The official text of the Constitutions of the Friars and of the Nuns, edited in 1886, after the Chapter

of Louvain in 1885, had the same formula of profession for the Nuns as for the Friars: "Modus faciendi

professionem talis est: 'Ego Soror N. facio professionem, et promitto obedientiam Deo, et B. Maria?,

et B. Dominico, et tibi Sorori N. Priorissae talis Conventus, vice [representing] Fratris N. Magistri

Ordinis Fratrum Praedicatorum et successorum eius; secundum [etc.]." It is a reprint of the Textus of

the Constitutions of the Nuns, which dates from Humbert of Romans. The Constitutions of Gillet, in

1930, break with the legislative tradition of the Order and formulate a book of the Constitutions

patterned on the Code of Canon Law. The ties of the Nuns with the Order, already distended, are

slackened further, the prioress becomes the major superior; she no longer represents the Master of

the Order.
4 AUGUSTINE, De bono con]., 24, 32; En. In Ps. 71, s. 2, 6.

5
Cf. A.-H. THOMAS, "La profession religieuse des dominicains, formule, ceremonies, histoire," dans

les Archivum Fratrum Praedicatorum, 39, 1969, p. 17-18.
6 HUMBERT DE ROMANS, Letter on the observance of the regular life, LIN. This letter is incorrectly

called "Letter on the three vows" in the Lectionnaire dominicain.
7

Ibid., XIV.
8
BL. JOHN DOMINIC, Treatise on the Obligation of the Constitutions of the Order of Preachers,

Proprium Ordinis Praedicatorum, English translation by Fr. Beckett Soule, OP, slightly altered.

9
"In Professione Temporaria, et similiter in Professione Sollemni, ex primitive Professionis Formula,

salin Obedientiae votum exprimitur, sub quo intelligitur observantia Castitatis et voluntariae

Paupertatis, necnon preeceptorum quad in Regula et in Constitutionibus continentur vel quae a

Superioribus fiunt.

"

10 THOMAS D'AQUIN, Somme Theologique, tome 3, Cerf, 1985, p. 1076, note 13.
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The following account of the San Sisto icon is translated from the 1919 French

edition of the Chroniques du monastere de San Sisto et de San Domenico e Sisto a Rome,

Volume I: San Sisto 1220-1575. The chronicles were written in Italian by three nuns of that

monastery and translated into French by a Dominican friar for the above edition. It is not

clear whether this particular article was written by the nuns or by some other contributor to

their archives. This is Part 1 of the entire article, to be continued in future issues of DMS.

THE VIRGIN "ACHEROPITA" OF SAN DOMENICO E SISTO

Translated by Sister Maria of the Cross, O.P.

Summit, New Jersey

The Virgin of San Domenico e Sisto is one of the acheropiti; that is, an icon which

according to the old narratives was not made by human hands, but painted or carved

miraculously.
1

Very few images of the Virgin have as rich a literature as ours, and many
writers have spoken of it. Some mentioned or described it only incidentally in works relating

to other historical facts, e.g., the chroniclers of Dominican origins. Blessed Cecilia, Thierry of

Apolda, Ptolemy of Lucques, Vincent of Bauvais, St. Antoninus, Malvenda, Mamachi and

numerous others have handed on to us this painting's history. Some wrote special works or

monographs about it.

To our knowledge, the first to take up the subject was the author of the Itinerarium

Salisburgensae who wrote between 630 and 645.
2 The second was the author of our

Madonna's "Legend" (c. 1050), whose narrative we will summarize below.
3 Toward 1300,

Fra Benedetto da Montefiascone spoke of it at length in a collection entitled Registrum

notabilium rerum et negociorum monasterii S. Sixto de Urbe, written by order of Fra Lapo di

Prato, head of the Roman Province. The author had assembled all the documents relating to

the early history of the famous Monastery of San Sisto. Unfortunately this book was lost, and

we have only fragments of it quoted by more modern historians.

In 1530 Fra Vincentino, the monastery's confessor, published an Italian translation of

the "Legend" along with some notes. Fioravanti Martinelli handed on this entire little opus in

Latin, inserting some additions and printing it in 1635 under the title Imago Beatae Mariae

Virginis, quae apud venerandas SS. Sixti et Dominici moniales...asservatur...illustrata.

Another scholar of the time, Francesco Maria Torrigio, was not at all happy with this work.

While admitting the Madonna's exceptional antiquity, he immediately and with a

considerable show of temper challenged Martinelli on several points in his own quite serious

book, the Storia della veneranda Immagine di Maria Vergine posta nella chiesa del

Monastero delle RR. Monache de' Santi Sisto e Domenico di Roma.

Martinelli felt obliged to respond, and in 1642 printed his Imago B. Mariae Virginis

quae apud venerandas SS. Sixti et Dominici moniales...asservatur, vindicata et in pristinam

dignitatem restituta. The next year Torrigio, intensely irritated, published his Apologia dell'

Istoria della veneranda Immagine..., a pamphlet containing much more insult than reason.

And yet beyond all this, the two adversaries were basically in perfect agreement. It was
during these same years that Sister Salomonia, a learned nun of the monastery, brought

together in their convent's chronicles the details relevant to the revered image, and did so
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with a care and knowledge that was beyond praise. Torrigio and Martinelli, as well as many
other writers, owed much of their data to her.

We can easily surmise that these discussions both presupposed and increased our

Virgin's popularity. Her cult endured and in 1776 a new historian, Girolamo Baldassini,

published his Memorie appartenenti alia Storia e al culto delta Madonna detta di San Luca,

esistente nella venerabile chiesa de' SS. Domenico e Sisto, a Roma. This work was simply a

summary of previous writings. It was reprinted in an abridged version by Bombelli in Vol. 3 of

his Raccolta delle Immagini coronate dal Capitolo di S. Pietro (p. 51 et ff., Rome, 1792).

There is a final history of our image still in manuscript form, the work of Rev. Mother

Tommasa Angelica Pannilini, a recently-deceased nun of the old monastery. The author put

her whole soul and all her erudition into it.

This summarizes the literature on our subject, and it is now time for a new study.
4

Archaeolological sciences have made immense progress, and we can read the old

documents better than ever before. Given that several sources have transferred some of the

glories of our Madonna to others, there are gaps to fill in and injustices to repair. It goes

without saying that we will omit the hoary question of knowing whether or not the image is by

St. Luke. It will suffice to tackle the historical problem with our documents.

As its name indicates, this image is preserved in the beautiful church of San
Domenico e Sisto near the Quihnal at the spot called Magnanapoli. The picture is above the

main altar and measures 61 by 48 centimeters. It is fixed at the top of a moveable turnstile,

so that it can be turned without difficulty from the nave side facing the faithful to the side

facing the nuns' choir (situated behind the main altar). We were able to see the image up

close, and can state that the old historians - Torrigio and Baldassini in particular - described

it very accurately.

The Virgin is painted on a wood panel with a gold background. The face is rather

long, with a wide forehead, brownish skin tone, nearly black eyelashes, and very large eyes

whose gaze is intense and somewhat sad. The nose is straight and narrow, the lips coral,

hands and fingers - those not hidden by the metal cover - rather long. The left hand rests

on her breast, the right is raised to shoulder level. Everything about the features and bearing

is noble and majestic. The robe is a very deep greenish-blue, the cloak red, and a graceful

veil covers the head. Rough attempts at retouching have impaired the beauty of the

clothing's original colors, preserved only above the forehead where a crown was once

attached.

There is no Child in this depiction, but on the left shoulder in a very narrow gold

border is painted a small whitish cross with four Greek letters at the ends: IC. XC Nl. KA;

that is, JESUS CHRIST CONQUERS. A bit farther to the right is a silver eight-pointed star

framed in the same manner as the cross. Each of these details is important and significant

from the archaeological standpoint.

With a view to picking up the history of our Madonna from the "Legend", we here

reproduce the translation of the grandiose inscription carved in white marble at the entrance

to the church. It was placed there after the publication of Fr. Paolo Vincentino's opusculum,

and summarizes the old legend exactly. (The legend itself is too protracted to give here, but
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it can be read in the document section of Mamachi's Annates, or in the appendix of our

brochure La Vergine Acheropita.)

"Here at the high altar is preserved that image of the Blessed Virgin Mary which was
drawn by the Evangelist Saint Luke, who received the colors from heaven. It was venerated

in the East for a long time; then, brought by the angels at God's command, it arrived in

Rome and alit not far from the house of the three brothers Tempulus, Servulus, and

Cervulus who had come to Rome from Constantinople. Having found sanctuary there, it was
then forgotten through the fault of several persons. But finally Tempulus heard a voice from

heaven as he slept, which ordered him to find [the image], place it in the oratory near Sant'

Agata in Turri, and render public honor to it.

"For a long time heaven's favor responded to the wishes of mortals. [The image]

gave its name to the monastery of the nuns of Santa Maria in Trastevere until Sergius III,

impelled by the twisted zeal of a small number of people, decided that they should take it to

the Temple of the Lateran. They held a solemn procession and took away the precious

image, while the nuns mourned the loss of their incomparable treasure. When they arrived at

the place called Spleni, the sky suddenly became disturbed, thunder began to rumble and

lightning to flash. Everyone was stunned; the bearers stopped in spite of themselves.

"They had recourse to the Pontiff who, surprised in his turn, came immediately,

began to pray, and with his own hands carried the image to the Lateran. Miracle was added
to miracle: the following night, the image went back to the place it had been taken from, and

gave the nuns a happiness compounded by the novelty of the deed. Much disturbed,

Sergius rushed over, was diligently informed of the affair by the superior, and learned that in

the middle of the night while the nuns were mourning the loss of their Virgin and praying to

God, the heavenly gift came down through a window and took up its former place.

"Having verified everything, the Pontiff retracted his orders, celebrated a Solemn
Mass in the same church, left an offering for the monastery, and gave it property and other

gifts. According to St. Antoninus, this is the image which St. Gregory the Great carried in a

procession in Rome to rid the city of the plague, while the angel of peace atop Hadrian's

Tomb ordered the Regina Coeli to be sung and restored the city to health. Thus, for long

years the icon was honored in Trastevere.

"By order of Honorius III, the patriarch Dominic, having led the nuns to San Sisto,

devoutly transferred the image there; and so that their piety toward it would not diminish, he

[Honorius] declared that if by chance the icon were to return miraculously to its former place

as before, the nuns were to return also. This transfer to San Sisto took place in 1219 on
February 24 th

, the first Sunday of Lent. And when after many years the nuns came back to

Rome to a more comfortable and healthier place, the Virgin too was transferred there on
February 7

th
,
1575."

Such in summary is the legendary and dramatic story of our painting. It also belongs

to history properly so-called, if only as a proof of the devotion surrounding it: legend is, after

all, the reflection of history. We can now broach the question of its antiquity, examining both

historical and archaeological proofs.
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First of all, we shall cite the more explicit witness of the Legend, even though that of

the Itinerarium is the oldest. Let us first determine the era in which the Legend was written: if

we cannot find a precise date, we can at least indicate a period.

Two ancient manuscripts are known, both studied and edited carefully by Martinelli:
5

one was in the archives of San Sisto in an old parchment lectionary which Mamachi and the

other editors had traced back to the 13
th
Century;

6
the second was preserved in the archives

of the Monastery of St. Cecilia, and Martinelli affirms that it was very old.
7

It was certainly

older than the first one, and must have been written when the Madonna was still being

venerated in the area.

The Legend was composed at Rome: in fact, it is said that the icon was transported

in hanc Romanam civitatem [to this city of Rome], and that the three brothers Tempulus,

Servulus and Cervulus hie manebant [were dwelling here]. However, it was not at San Sisto

that the Legend was written but at the old monastery of Santa Maria in Turri, and at the time

when the image was still being kept there. There is no mention of the translation to San
Sisto, and the narrative constantly speaks of the icon as being at Santa Maria in Turri:

Tempulus places the Virgin in hac ecclesia [in this church], the nuns of the monastery hie

castissime conservabantur ["here preserving themselves in the greatest chastity", or

"preserving the greatest chastity"]. Sergius, astonished at the icon's return, ad hanc
sacrosanctam eccclesiam devotus advenit [being devout, came to this sacrosanct church];

the Abbess tells him that the Madonna went back in loco ubi auctore Deo habetur [to the

place in which, by God's authority, it had been before], etc.

Thus, the Legend predates 1220. It was from Santa Maria in Turri that the

Benedictine nuns brought the pious narrative to San Sisto. Here it was put into their

lectionary to be read in the form of a synaxarion after the 2
nd Lesson of the Office each

Saturday in April, as is done among the Greeks - a custom which was preserved for a long

time at San Sisto itself.

However, we can affirm that the legend goes back to a time of even greater antiquity.

It would never have been introduced into San Sisto's liturgy, if it hadn't been fully within the

liturgical traditions of Santa Maria in Turri. Thus, it seems logical to put the Legend's

composition back to at least the first years of the 11
th

Century. Another consideration

confirms this first piece of evidence: the attempt to move it to the Lateran could not have

taken place under Sergius I; it surely occurred under Sergius III (904-911), as we have

proven elsewhere.
8 The Legend speaks of this fact as an already distant event - (Sergius)

qui tunc temporis Romanae praeerat Ecclesiae [who at that time headed the Church of

Rome] - and characterizes those who had suggested this measure to the Pope with

expressions no longer applicable to living persons: Quidam clerici, nefandae stimulis

aemulationis incitati... suae nequiter avaritiae consulebant [Certain clerics, incited by the

stimulus of wicked emulation. . . were in a vile manner taking counsel of their avarice]. These

details take us back to the 10
th
Century.

This first evidence of antiquity, certain enough although a bit fluid as to the actual

date, brings us to another more exact and more significant proof. In the early documents of

ecclesiastical history there is frequent mention of Virgins attributed to St. Luke, and there is

nothing more arbitrary than the dating of these paintings to the 12
th
Century by the likes of

Manni, Tillemont and the old Bollandists. We have the testimony of Theodore the Lector,

who was writing his Eccleciastical History at Constantinople during Justinian's reign. His

book has been lost, but Nicephorus Callixtus preserved some fragments, among which we
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find this passage: "From Jerusalem, Eudoxia sent Pulcheria the image of the Mother of God
which St. Luke had painted."

9

St. Germanus of Constantinople reports the same tradition, thus refuting those who
had viewed the text in Nicephorus as an interpolation. He [Germanus] says: "An image of

the most pure Mother of God was painted by Luke the Evangelist."
10

St. Andrew of Crete
11

and St. John Damascene 12
also confirm the tradition. Other authorities can be invoked, but

we refer the reader instead to the specialized works anyone can consult. So according to the

old narratives Virgin paintings attributed to St. Luke were in existence.

More important to establish is that, according to the most ancient documents relating

to the present question, one St. Luke Madonna -- and only one - was in existence at Rome.
St. Andrew of Crete expressly states the ancient tradition on this point. He says: "Everyone

assured [us] that Luke, the Apostle and Evangelist, had painted the incarnate Christ and His

immaculate Mother with his own hand, and that their images existed in Rome where they

were especially venerated. They added that the originals were located in Jerusalem."
13

St. Andrew of Crete lived in the 8
th

Century and was martyred by Capronymus in

761. The title of the work from which this statement is taken is "Concerning the Cult

(Worship) of Holy Images". His contemporary St. John Damascene expressed himself

similarly, so either they copied from one another or used the same document: "It is

recounted that Luke the Apostle and Evangelist painted the Lord and His Mother, whose
images are preserved in the city of Rome, while the exact originals are in Jerusalem."

14

The combined testimonies of St. Germanus of Constantinople and Glycas the

Historian are a confirmation of the same fact. St. Germanus states that a St. Luke Virgin was
sent to a certain Theophilus,

15 and Glycas adds that this Theophilus lived in Rome. 16

These witnesses, the oldest and most reliable that can be invoked on these

questions, affirm a double conclusion: first, that starting in the 8
th
Century it was generally

believed that from time immemorial a Virgin attributable to St. Luke existed in Rome; and
second, that there was only one image of this type in the city. These conclusions are

confirmed by other equally valid historical proofs. The old legend implies as much when it

states the motive invoked for authorizing the violent removal of the icon from Santa Maria in

Turri to Saint John Lateran: "It is fitting that the portrait of the Mother be with that of her

Son." This would not have had even the semblance of a valid reason if other portraits of the

Virgin had existed in Rome. 17 The wording of other 13
th
Century historians - Blessed Cecilia,

Ptolemy of Lucques, Thierry of Apolda, etc. - matches that of the legend.
18

Finally, let us add the witness of the contemporary [romains] lauda and ballad writers

who thus expressed their very particular devotion to our Madonna, as well as the witness of

the entire Benedictine community of Santa Maria in Turri which became the Dominican
community of San Sisto Vecchio, and affirmed so solemnly its happiness and glory in

possessing this unique treasure so long and uninterruptedly.The testimony of antiquity, then,

is evident: there was only one single St. Luke Madonna in Rome. It was this fact that made
the little church of Santa Maria in Turri so famous among the 163 churches consecrated at

that time in Rome to the glory of the Virgin.

It was much later, in the 15
th

Century, that an anonymous Vatican manuscript was
cited by De Angelis

19
and after him by Sigonius (1524-1584)

20
as increasing the number of

portraits. They first counted four;
21

Mabillon found seven venerated in Rome; 22
Torrigio
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enumerated twelve,
23

and still omitted several well-known pictures such as the one in Sant'

Allessio.

And here a question comes up: among all these Virgins in Rome at that time with

similar and possibly rival pretensions, which has the most claim to authenticity? Which is

heir to the ancient glories? Which is the one spoken of by the old witnesses just cited? The
one with the most ancient and authentic memorials would naturally have more rights than

the others, and be able to claim in its favor as titles of nobility the often secular traditions we
have recalled.

[To be continued]

I

Previously we published a very long study on this painting entitled La Vergine Acheropita de San
Domenico e Sisto, which we later summarized in the Revue de I'Art Chretien, 1894, Vol. VI. Here we
present the conclusions.

De Rossi, Roma sotterr., I, p. 143.
3
Mamachi, Annal., T. I.

4

Fr. Garrucci mentioned it with his usual sponaneity in the 3
rd
volume of Storia dell' Arte Christiana,

Imag. Acherop. and corrupted the documents, as we will see later. Mr. Rohault de Fleury spoke about

it mainly from the artistic point of view.
5
Op. cit., p. 3-8.

6
Mamachi, Annates p. 8. Append. IX.

7
Op. cit., p. 2.

8
L'Acheropita de' SS. Domenico e Sisto.

9
The original texts will be found in our work La Vergine Acheropita.

10
In vit. Steph.

II
Boisson., Anecd., T. IV, p. 472

12 De Fide Orth., L. IV, cap. XVI.
13

Boisson., Anecd., T. IV, p. 472.
14 De Fide Orthod., I., IV, cap. XVI.
15

In vit. Steph. Apud Montfauc. Analect.
16

Annal., P. IV, of the legend. The name of Theophilus is famous in the history of the cult of the Virgin

during the Middle Ages. See Jubinal, Oeuvres Rutebeuf, Vol. II, pp. 79 and 260, 1839 edition.
7

"Quidam clerici nefandae stimulis aemulationis incitati, a Pontifice Sergio venerabili, qui tunc

temporis Romanae praeerat Ecclesiae, obtinuerunt uttam ingens virtutum thesaurus Lateranensi

collocaretur palatio..."
18
The fact is so generally admitted that preachers le portent en chaire without fear of being dementis .

Barleta tells us that St Luke painted three portraits of the Virgin: "Una quae est Romae, alia quae est

in Loreto, alia quae est Bononiae". Serm. in fer. Ill, primae. hebdom. Quadrag. Vatican MS 1265, fol.

214, r, states: "Imago B. Virginis quam fecit Lucas quam quondam Papa Nicolaus (?) abstulit et in

Sancta Sanctorum deportavit, dicens Matrem debere esse cum Filio, cujus imago est ibidem; sed ad

orationem sororum in mane ante auroram cum lumine magno reversa est".
19

Bas/7. S. M. Majoris descr.
20 De Regno Ital. LT,
21

Cf. the Histoire de la Madone de Sainte-Marie-Majeure, by Abbe Milocheau, whose thesis is

desperately weak.
2

"Septem, ni fallor, hujusmodi tabellae in variis Urbis ecclesiis eodem artifice (S. Luca) comparent,

omnes ex Graecia comportatae". Diar. Ital.

23
Storia delta imagine, p. 80-81 . M. Rohault de Fleury counted all the principal St. Luke Virgins in the

entire world and found around thirty. La Sainte Vierge, vol. II, p. 35-36.
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PRAYER AND THE WISDOM OF SALVATION IN SCRIPTURE:
A Reflection

Sister Jean Marie, OP.
Langley, BC

Introduction

The Bible teaches us that listening to God and following in his way is the path to

wisdom and leads to happiness. The path to life and happiness is mapped out by God and

consists in learning to be God-like; finding true freedom in living a life modeled on God's

attributes: goodness, oneness, simplicity, and love. The Wisdom literature of the Old

Testament tells us that everything begins with the 'fear of the Lord.' This is not a subservient

fear of punishment but the reverential fear that comes in the realization of our relationship

as creature to God our Creator; a realization of our fundamental dependency on God for our

very existence. The revelation of God's nature reveals to us our nature, unveils for us the

meaning of the human person. Human beings come from God's goodness.

God's wisdom in the Old Testament comes to us in human words and stories. The
Old Testament is filled with stories about people just like us, saints and sinners, who have

been called by God to freedom and holiness. God created us to participate in the Divine life

for all eternity, our completion as human beings can be attained only in faithfulness to our

created essence, as made in the image and likeness of God. There is within each human
person an inner dynamic impetus toward eternity and God, who is our beginning and our

end. God created us with the capacity for freedom, which we can use to respond to God's

wisdom or turn away and follow our own paths. God's gift of freedom makes us capable of

choosing good or evil. The stories in the Old Testament are about both choices:

I have set before you life and death, blessing and curse; therefore choose
life, that you and your descendants may live, loving the Lord your God, and

obeying his voice, and cleaving to him; for that means life to you and

length of days.
1

God reveals himself and his plan in the stories and actions of key men and women of

the Old Testament. Think of Adam and Eve, Abraham, Noah, Moses and the Prophets. The
ways their lives are laid out teach us, and future generations, about the goodness and
sinfulness of those whom God calls to follow him. In the actions of Israel as a people we can

learn similar wisdom. In the story of Israel we have the paradigm for God's sanctifying

journey with each of us. It is the story of healing and unconditional love in the face of

betrayal, weakness and sin. We see in this history the way God guides his people on a

journey that leads to greater understanding and wisdom. The journey is both spatial, a

journey to a place, and interior toward spiritual transformation. In Abraham's call we have

the prime example of God's call to journey into spiritual transformation: "Go from your

country and your kindred and your father's house to the land that I will show you."
2

It is about

the journey inward and then outward toward the Other/other; a movement from the land of

unlikeness to likeness. Transformation usually entails a movement away from the known,

the comfortable into that which we are to become.
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The First Creation: Divine Likeness

Genesis contains two different but theologically complementary stories of the

creation of human beings. God created all things by his Word and breathed into them the life

of his spirit. God began creation with nothing but his own being. In some mysterious way
everything that was made came forth from God and reflected his essence. Creation is not

God, but reflects God. Human beings reflect God in a unique manner. God breathed into

human beings a unique likeness to the divine essence, imparting to us a share in the divine

Trinitarian love and knowledge. We are created in the Image of God. Prayer flows from our

relationship to God who is the ground of our existence. Our human wisdom is a reflected

wisdom of the divine knowledge.

The two creation stories in Genesis teach us about what is essential to being human.
We are made in the image and likeness of God. Our rationality as thinking reflective

creatures set us apart as sharing in the reflective wisdom and knowledge of God. The
rationality of human beings is also the source of our dominion over the rest of God's

creation. Our dominion of creation is meant to be a reflection of God's benign and loving

presence to all created reality. It is also clear from the second account of creation in chapter

two of Genesis that human beings are created relational. It is part of our very existence to be

turned toward the other, God and our neighbor.

The Lord God had created the man and put him in the garden. Then the

Lord God said, "It is not good that the man should be alone; I will make him

a helper as his partner."
3

In the story of humankind's subsequent fall we learn about sin, brokenness, duplicity

and hiding ourselves from God; realities we encounter in ourselves and in our dealings with

others. In the temptation story, God's gift of divine likeness is subtly manipulated along with

what it means to share in divine wisdom and knowledge. "Your eyes will be opened, and you

will be like God."
4

In submitting, their eyes were opened and they saw themselves in their

nakedness. Fear entered into their hearts, a fear generated by a sense of alienation from

God, so they hid themselves, which is foolishness, as the psalmist declared in Psalm 139.

God formed and knows our inmost being, nothing can be hidden from his knowledge.
5 So

began our history of alienation from God, from our true selves as God-bearers, and from our

neighbor. Human beings created as essentially relational, find themselves isolated, and as

human history progresses, loneliness haunts the human spirit.

Adam and Eve sought a knowledge of themselves that was outside of God's will for

them. The tempter holds out a gift of being 'like God' that is other than the perfect gift of

likeness that was already given in our creation. The temptation is subtle because close to

the truth: "God knows when you eat of it (the fruit) your eyes will be opened and you will be

like God, knowing good and evil."
6 The knowledge that they received was of their alienation

from God, from the truth of who they were as participators in the Divine Life. Redemption in

Christ reverses the order of knowledge and understanding so we again stand in relation to

God and one another rather than in alienation. Knowledge, understanding and love are

linked throughout scripture. God wants us to know him so that we may love him. We need to

allow God's knowledge of us enlighten our self-knowledge in order to arrive at the truth of

who we are.
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The language of the flood story echoes that of the first creation and points to God's

will to save us from our sins. It is a second creation after human beings sin and journey

away from God. It is also a symbolic representation of God's new creation in Christ, where

sin and evil are definitively destroyed. The story of the flood is the story of God's intervention

and will to save. The words of this story echo the words of the first creation story in the re-

choosing of the various creatures, male and female to repopulate the earth, God again utters

the original mandate to human beings: "Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth."
7

God's Word is Living and Active

God continues to speak to us through the Scripture. For Christians the Old and New
Testament stand as the totality of God's revelation to his people. The Word of God continues

to be alive and active transforming the mind and the heart. The liturgy of the church, in a

unique way, is the place of the verbal communication of God's Word. As we listen with faith

and receptivity, God in Christ and through the power of the Holy Spirit, transforms the

believer and the believing community. We meet Christ in this exceptional way in the daily

Eucharistic celebration and in the recitation of the Divine Office; both are the action of Christ

and the action of the praying Church. The Old Testament witnesses to this dynamic of

encounter in the book of Nehemiah 8-9 where Israel gathers to hear God's Word read by the

scribe Ezra:

All the people gathered together in the square before the Watergate. They
told Ezra to bring the book of the law of Moses, which the Lord had given

to Israel. Accordingly, the priest Ezra brought the law before the Assembly,

both men and women and all who could hear with understanding . . . and
the ears of all the people were attentive to the book of the law . . . Ezra

opened the book in the sight of all the people . . . and when he opened it,

all the people stood up. Then Ezra blessed the Lord, the great God, and all

the people answered 'Amen, Amen,' lifting up their hands.
8

The text vibrates with the faith of the people in God's Word, a sense of celebration and joy

can be felt in the recounting of this moment of Israel's history. The reading of their history in

the gathering of the faith community is a new encounter with God who saves and
transforms. The Word of God is truly alive for Israel and they expect to be transformed by

the Word.

The Scriptures introduce the immediacy of the transforming power of listening and

responding to the Word of God proclaimed in the gathering of the people through the

concept of 'today.' Today is the day of the Lord. When re-reading their history in the midst of

the Assembly it is not something that happened in the past. Rather it is new today: a new
word, and a new experience for this assembly. The Word's power to transform is now. God's

grace is in the present moment. Today is the right time. Today is the moment to break open
our hearts; "O that today you would hearken to his voice! Harden not your hearts."

9
In

Deuteronomy 26:16-19 the word 'today' is like a mantra which Moses calls out to the people

over and over. Today God calls you to obey the command; today God has entered into an
agreement with you; today God has made you to be a people holy to the Lord. We catch this

same sense of vibrancy and the immediacy of faith in the gathering of the early church. The
timelessness of the events of salvation, re-enacted in the liturgy have for us the same
immediacy that the Word had for Israel. Think of the Christmas liturgy where we sing "Today
is born our Saviour, Christ the Lord."

10
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The Church in its liturgical celebration with the public reading of the Scripture and in

the sacramental life continues to call us to this vibrant response to God's Word. The
Eucharistic celebration, the reading of God's Word should not leave us unaffected; each

encounter should bring us more fully into an experience of transformation, truly making us

alive to God's call.

In the liturgical cycle of seasons and ordinary time, the celebration of the Word opens
for our understanding the history of Israel as the story of our salvation, and through

participation in the liturgy, we respond to God's saving work. This truth is highlighted during

the seasons of Advent and Lent when the Scripture imparts the plan of God in its wisdom; a

wisdom that we are called to share in by our response of faith and joyful surrender:

Thus says the Lord, your Redeemer the Holy One of Israel: "I am the Lord

-your God, who teaches you for your good, who leads you in the way you

should go."
11

In Christ God's Perfect Image

The New Testament authors build on this initial revelation of the Old Testament: that

we are made in God's image, we are relational, and now because of sin we are weak and in

need of God's healing grace. In the beginning God created all things in his Word and
breathed life into creation through his Spirit (ruah). St. John's Gospel in the prologue echoes
the creation story, emphasizing that all things were created in God's Word, then identifying

Jesus as that Word. Human beings' definitive re-creation is effected in God sending of the

Son, his Word spoken now in such a way that God became one with us. Jesus teaches us

that God who is One is also relational, a triune reciprocal relationship of eternal love. Thus
we are brought into a deeper understanding of our created relationship to one another as an

image of God's triune essence.

St. Paul further develops the concept of human relationship in his teaching on the

church as the body of Christ and our reciprocal relationship to one another through the gifts

of the Holy Spirit, which are bestowed on individuals for the sake of the common good. In

many places in the New Testament teaching we are confronted with our need for healing

and redemption. Healing comes with our entering into an imitation of Jesus and opening our

hearts to the purifying illumination of the Holy Spirit, who is the Spirit of Jesus.
12
There are

many wonderful ways to follow these themes through the Scripture and to see how the New
Testament teaching continues and fulfills the theology of the Old Testament. We can sum
up our present thesis with the words of 1 John 3:2:

Beloved we are God's children now; it does not yet appear what we shall be,

but we know that when he appears we shall be like him, for we shall see him

as he is.

The overwhelming message of both the Old and New Testament is that God's call, and

abundant, self-giving love necessitates a response of self-giving surrender and love on our

part.
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Living Prayer

Both our relationship to God and our response to the Divine initiative, is the basis of

prayer and transformative experience. Prayer is a relationship to God. In order to pray well it

is necessary to enter into an ever deepening relationship with God. Our union with God is

not isolated to certain times of the day but encompasses the transformation of our whole

being by grace. What we do, the choices we make, flow from that radical transformation.

Does the Scripture teach us how to pray? Yes. Jesus taught us the Our Father. Our
common prayer in which as children of God, we call upon God as our Father. Prayer is

about our individual relationship to God, but it is also about our union with one another as

children of our one Father in heaven. Prayer is ultimately an expression of our oneness with

God and with one another. Scripture also teaches us that there are times when we will pray

together as a community in the breaking of the bread and in the common prayers. Then
there are those times when we, in imitation of Jesus, will withdraw into solitude to pray to the

Father in secret. But above all the Scripture teaches us that prayer is about our union with

God, in Jesus and through the Holy Spirit. Prayer is about the essential transformation which

perfects in us the Divine likeness so that indeed we shall be like him. With St. Paul we can

say: "And we, with unveiled face, beholding the glory of the Lord, are being changed into his

likeness from one degree of glory to another."
13

It is Jesus who is the perfect likeness of God
and we are being transformed into Jesus for God's glory. Thus Scripture links the wisdom of

God's way of salvation and the transforming power of prayer, as the moment of encounter

with God which goes beyond that moment to bring every moment of our living into God's
presence.

Deut 30:18-20

Gen 12:1

Gen 2:18

Gen 3:1-8

Psalm 139:7-16

Gen 3:5

Gen 9:1

Neh 8:1-6

Psalm 95:7b-8

Christmas Liturgy, Midnight Mass
11

Is 48:17, Friday 2
nd week of Advent

12
Eph 4:4-16

13
2 Cor 3:18
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IN CONVERSATION WITH THE MODERN WORLD:
Some Thoughts on Human Dignity

and its Relationship to the Contemplative Life

Sister Mary Dominic, O.P.

Lufkin, TX

The human being has the capacity to know the truth and to want the

good. Being endowed with reason, he questions his own being and
considers his beginning and end. His search is oriented by two

fundamental questions: "What is the first cause of everything?" and
"How can I be good—how can I reach the fullness of good [in this life

and beyond]?" The entire theoretical and practical ethical activity of

human beings is referred to these two questions.^

These simple, but profound, words from the thought of our late Holy Father, Pope
John Paul II, capture what is deepest in the human heart. The world in which we now live—

a

world most often dominated by utilitarian philosophy, materialism and the culture of death

—

places these questions at the forefront as man searches for an answer to his existence

—

often only to end in the annihilation of his own person and the most basic foundations of

human morality. Certainly no one in the Church has failed to hear the call for a New
Evangelization—perhaps now more than at any time in ages past is the Christian witness to

the dignity and value of the human person more needed. Yet how can we, as

contemplatives, respond to it?

In the world today, the words "human dignity" bring to mind many and varied

understandings—not all of them based on truth. Some are even valued by the culture of

death itself in promoting ideas contrary to the faith (e.g. the "dignity" involved with

euthanasia or the "dignity" promoted by homosexual advocacy groups).

Adrian Calderone, in his excellent article entitled "Human Dignity" identified four

basic modes of human dignity in both past and present ages.
2 These are: Social dignity,

Ontological (or personal dignity), Moral dignity, and our Ontological Dignity based on its

redemptive aspect.

1 . Social Dignity - gives respect to certain persons having a particular status as determined

by society. Societal structures throughout the centuries have always given deference to

those with elevated social rank (e.g. as for those in governmental offices, or highly educated

individuals, etc.) without any reference to whether the person's moral or personal qualities

justify his position in that rank. For atheistic secular ideology, this is the only form of dignity

that is available. Ultimately, however, in its secular form, the basis on which this belief

stands is fallacious and it cannot be considered a true dignity if it is divorced from belief in

God, based as it is on the highly relative, continually changing opinions of the masses. It

does, nevertheless, form a part of the religious person's understanding of human dignity

when these societal ranks are seen in the light of God's will for a just order. St. Thomas's

description of the virtue of observance would be an example of this religious understanding,

(i.e. "honor is due to the excellence of persons in positions of dignity, on account of their

higher rank: while fear is due to them on account of their power to use compulsion: and to

the exercise of their government there is due both obedience, whereby subjects are moved

at the command of their superiors, and tributes, which are a repayment of their labor."
3
)
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2. Moral Dignity - is accorded to the human being who possesses a moral life, that is, the

upright individual who has made the correct choices for the good in life. In this sense we
honor those admirable members of society such as Mother Teresa or Gandhi who shine as

exemplary models of all that is best in the human person. Moral dignity is decidedly different

than fame, for example: the honor given to movie stars and their opinions or a secular role

model. Moral dignity is based on a person's moral principles and, therefore, requires

inherent religious belief in the person who attributes this dignity to another. Yet, if left to this

definition alone, or even combined with social dignity as mentioned above, the human
person is still only imputed a dignity that is not common to all of the human race. What
becomes of the criminal, the sinner? Are they to be considered human beings or mere

animals? Many religious cultures in the past have not thought twice about racism for this

reason, and many theorists in our own day would deny the sanctity of human life to a

number of society's members.

3. Ontological (or personal) dignity - this form of human dignity considers man as made in

the image and likeness of God primarily through the presence of an immortal soul and

through his unique powers of intellect and will, which places him on a level above all of the

other animals. This makes man capable of moral choices that will be open to him for the

continuation of his earthly life. Yet as true and as integral to the Christian understanding of

human dignity that it is, it cannot form the ultimate foundation for a universal human dignity

principally for the reason that it is not exclusively human. It can be said that those who share

in these properties include the angels—fallen angels as well—and the souls of those who
are in hell.

4. Ontological (or personal) dignity with its redemptive aspect - Only by way of Christ's

taking upon himself our human nature through his unconditional love for us and eternally

uniting it to his divinity through the hypostatic union is mankind enabled to believe in the

universal sanctity of human life. St. Leo the Great summarized this thought when he wrote:

Our Lord Jesus Christ, born true man without ever ceasing to be true

God, began in his person a new creation and by the manner of his

birth gave man a spiritual origin. What mind can grasp this mystery,

what tongue can fittingly recount this gift of love?. ..Rouse yourself,

man, and recognize the dignity of your nature. Remember that you
were made in God's image; though corrupted in Adam, that image has

been restored in Christ.
4

The culmination of this divine gift to us finds its apex in the Passion where man's

soul is bought with the unfathomable price of his Creator's own self-offering unto death. "But

God shows his love for us in that while we were yet sinners Christ died for us."
5

It was given,

not through any merit of ours, but through a free gift to the human race as a whole. The
choice to accept this love is open to man throughout his earthly life, the possibility of

redemption and growth in his divinization ever an option. Combined with the ontological

dignity he has already been given (with a soul and its powers of intellect and will) man is

given a dignity that is a pure and precious gift. The love of God has no boundaries or

barriers in our earthly existence; it is given freely to all from the moment of conception until

natural death. For, in a sense, if God were not to love, or for a single moment ceased loving,

our natural existence would end as well; and if it is not a historical fact that Christ died for

human nature, then we must agree with Voltaire: we are "tormented atoms in a bed of mud,
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devoured by death, a mockery of fate"
6—forced to consent to man's right to murder, enslave

and destroy the brother of his own flesh, if we are to be intellectually honest.

This self-giving of Christ, this eternal love that found its climax in the Passion event is

the foundation for universal human dignity through which man's moral and social dignity are

properly ordered and the sanctity of every human life safeguarded.

Yet how can this all-too-important gospel be preached in our world through the

vocation of the contemplative?

This gospel is preached through all forms of consecrated life, through the religious

vows, which are signs of the self-emptying of Christ unto death and his final victory over sin

and evil. The observances of the contemplative life form a special instrument for the

preaching of human dignity—dwelling as consecrated life does, in the heart of the Church

—

the heart of the Paschal mystery, that is life's sacred cornerstone. Venite Seorsum reads:

[Christ] withdrew to pray to His Father to whose will he had entirely

submitted. ..in this way He presignified the solitude of his passion.

Hence, to withdraw into the desert is for the Christian tantamount to

associating one's self more intimately with Christ's passion, and

enables one in a very special way, to share in the paschal mystery. ..it

was precisely on this account that monasteries were founded, situated

as they are in the very heart of the mystery of Christ.
7

There can be no greater act of love than martyrdom. From the earliest beginnings of

the monastic movement in the desert, martyrdom has remained at the heart of the

contemplative life, and it remains a potent witness to the powerful exchange of this love

between creature and Creator through the radical giving of self. It proclaims the reality of

man's future beatitude, of the existence and primacy of his soul, and his ultimate calling to

embrace the love offered to him at every moment. More recently, Verbi Sponsa continues

the theme of the contemplative who dwells in this life-giving heart, sharing in the self-

emptying of Christ and continuing the testimony to the transcendent nature of human life.

St. Dominic, in his own nightly vigils before the crucifix gave to the world a lived

motto: contemplata et aliis tradere. (Contemplate and give to others the fruit of your

contemplation). To the world searching for a meaning, the contemplative life is an invitation

to be as Elijah before the still small voice in the midst of the strong winds, the earthquakes

and the noise of modernity's pragmatic ambitions. Contemplation, an intimate encounter

with truth and reality is the seedbed of the gospel of life. It is in the silence of man's heart

that he comes to see the gift of God to himself and to others, and to wish to return it through

a moral life. It is a way of seeing that Christ is the vine and we are the branches—without

him we can do nothing. It is on this thought that we pass on to the immediate effect of the

loss of esteem for life: utilitarianism. It is, perhaps, precisely in this aspect that the

contemplative life has the greatest potential for preaching.

Seen through the eyes of Dominic's unwitting motto, the popular dichotomy of an

individual's worth/worthlessness, strength/weakness, use/usefulness is revealed as a false

one. The immense spiritual poverty and acute emptiness of the privileged, comes face to

face in equality with the material poverty and helplessness of the defenseless marginalized.

Jean Vanier described this most beautifully when he wrote:
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Because I fear your grasping hand calling me to the unknown
the unknown of love

because I fear my emptiness

my poverty

my call to death

I fear myself

I close my heart...cement block...

shut myself off from you, my despairing brother...

you are in a prison of despair, sadness...

I too am in prison

but my bars and locks are my so-called friends, clubs, social conventions

"what everybody else is doing"...

barriers that I have built

that prevent me seeing you,

my brother

your presence,

miserable, sad...

is a call...

do I turn away or do I dare...
8

This is a summary of modern-day existence.

Evangelium Vitae pinpoints the origin of modern-day consumerism, materialism,

hedonism and utilitarianism with the loss of interior life, the loss of communion with God as

the wellspring of life:

When the sense of God is lost, there is also a tendency to lose the

sense of man, of his dignity, and of his life. He no longer grasps the

transcendent character of his existence, or his life as a gift of God

—

something "sacred." Life itself becomes a mere "thing," which man
claims as his exclusive property, completely subject to his control and
manipulation. He becomes concerned only with "doing"... The eclipse

of the sense of God and of man inevitably leads to practical

materialism, which breeds individualism, utilitarianism and hedonism.
9

In the pages of the daily paper we can read all too often of those who are deemed
"useless." One's value of life is synonymous with one's capability to actively contribute to it,

all else is merely a drain on the economic system and takes away from the ability of others

to enjoy their own useful lives. Secular society has recourse only to social dignity, as was
mentioned above, and denies mankind that true value to his life which is found within the

Christian gospel. This is why the elderly, the unborn, the economically disadvantaged, the

handicapped—all of these groups of people are deemed somehow less than worthy to live.

It was Immanuel Kant in the latter days of the Enlightenment who first joined together activity

with the meaning of human existence.
10 Combined with the exaltation of human reason and

a loss of faith, we have come to know in our day the full flowering of his age.

It is often asked of the contemplative what her usefulness is, why she as a

contributing member of society would choose to become one in solidarity with the useless.

Perhaps more than any other form of life in the Church, the contemplative has the
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opportunity to preach the joy and fulfillment to be found in God alone precisely because she

lacks an active apostolate. As our Constitutions themselves record, "[The nuns] by their

hidden life proclaim prophetically that in Christ alone is true happiness to be found, here by

grace and afterwards in glory."
11

This prophetic aspect of the contemplative vocation—the

proclamation of the truths given to us by God—is further echoed in Verbi Sponsa:

...nuns offer to the Christian community and to the world of today,

more than ever in need of true spiritual values, a silent proclamation of

the mystery of God and a humble witness to it, thus keeping prophecy

alive in the nuptial heart of the Church. Their life, given wholly and in

full freedom to the service of God's praise in itself proclaims and

relays the primacy of God and the transcendence of the human
person, created in his image and likeness.

12

We are not only preachers—but prophets—remembering that it is not primarily to

foretell the future that is the purpose of prophecy, but to announce God's truth in the

present, in an age which most needs to hear it. Yet our proclamation is not bound to this

time only, but through our choice of poverty for the sake of the gospel, we also announce
that the future of the human person transcends time and is ultimately not of this world. For

Evangelium Vitae, this is the final cause of our dignity in the present, forming part of that

logical end to which its social, moral, ontological and redemptive aspects converge.

The joy and peace which is the fruit of our union with God, and one another in

community, flows beyond the confines of enclosure and becomes a source of hope for those

deemed useless as well as a witness to the value of being in itself. Verbi Sponsa's emphasis

on poverty and renunciation, "not only of things but also of 'space,' of contacts, of so many
benefits of creation"

13
directly counters the culture of death's prerogatives which sees

human life worthy for only those in possession of a "quality of life" (i.e. economic efficiency,

inordinate consumerism, physical beauty and pleasure). As our active brethren in the world

seek to preach through word and deed the sanctity of human life, our embrace of God alone

through the instrument of poverty, so cherished a part in the Order's mendicant tradition,

enables us in merely being faithful to our vocation to provide a lived witness to the solidity of

their preaching. In this way, contemplative life will truly be "conducive to salvation [for the

contemplative herself], an example to others, a joy to the angels, and pleasing to God."
14

Pragmatism, based as it is on self-interest and the pleasurable appetite, can see no

reconciliation between joyful human fulfillment and the embrace of the cross which

dispossesses. The contradiction of the cross is made present through the existence of the

monastery in the world which has given this witness through the thousands of years in its

history.

This end can be obtained not only through the contemplative's lived witness but also

in the fulfillment of the duties of prayer and sacrifice on behalf of souls; especially those

souls who have fallen victim to the individualizing effects of our modern age, rendering them

quite isolated from usual missionary means. As the Book of Revelation reflects in its

underlying theme, the ultimate battle is a spiritual one, waged through the power of the

liturgy and won through the sacrifice of the Lamb whose grace is made present to the world

through it. As outlined above, each individual's option for a moral choice, so important a part

of his dignity as man and of his eternal destiny, is for the contemplative an ever-present

opportunity to plead for humankind - for grace to be open to the greatest Good.
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And so, in these ways, contemplative life can contribute to the new evangelization of

our age. Yet, if we are to be true apostles in our times, we must first "begin at home" as

Mother Teresa once explained, to seek the righteousness of Christ in our lives and to radiate

that life to those with whom we live. Only then can the grace of God be made manifest to the

rest of our world.
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ERUDITE MONASTICISM:
Background of the Cappadocian Monastic Movement 1

The three great theologians and churchmen of Asia Minor and their contemporaries

Sister Mary Magdalen Coughlin, O.P.

Langley, B.C., Canada

St. Athanasius of Alexandria, father of orthodoxy, 295-373

St. Basil of Caesarea, theologian, man of action, administrator, 330-379

St. Gregory Nazianzen, theologian, master of oratory, 329-390

St. Gregory of Nyssa, brilliant thinker, mystical theologian, 334-394

St. Evagrius Ponticus, first monastic theologian, 345-399

St. Macrina the Younger, major founder of Cappadocian monastic life, 327-379

The story of the "Cappadocian Fathers" can perhaps best be told against the

background of the political, social and religious history of the first two ecumenical councils,

that of Nicaea in 325 and Constantinople in 381

.

The Council of Nicaea and St. Athanasius of Alexandria

The three Cappadocians represent the continuation and climax of the theological

work of St. Athanasius of Alexandria, one of the most imposing figures in all ecclesiastical

history, and the most outstanding of all Alexandrian bishops. Of undaunted courage,

unflinching in the face of danger or adversity, and cowed by no man, he was the steadfast

champion and great defender of the faith of Nicea, which he attended as deacon to Bishop

Alexander of Alexandria.
1

In 312 Constantine issued the Edict of Toleration, making it no longer a crime to be a

Christian. In 325 he summoned a council of bishops at Nicaea, across the straits from

Byzantium, (Constantinople/Istanbul) to settle the dispute between those led by Athanasius

who taught that the Logos (the "Word" of John, who was made flesh and dwelt among us in

the person of Jesus of Nazareth) was completely God, in the same sense in which the

Father is God, and those led by Arius who taught that the Logos is a being created by God
the Father. The bishops assembled at Nicaea declared that the view held by Athansius was
that which they had received from their predecessors as the true faith handed down from the

Apostles. The Arians did not accept defeat quietly and years of confusion, violence and

intrigue followed.

The three friends, Basil, his friend Gregory of Nazianzen and younger brother

Gregory of Nyssa, contributed to the overthrow of Ahanism and victory of Nicaea, to the

progress of theology, to the successful integration and solution of the problem of Hellenism

and Christianity, to the restoration of peace in the church, the expansion of monasticism.

1

This article is offered as a help for anyone who is teaching or interested in this section of Monastic

History and Sources. It is simply a research paper comprised of materials which I found online and

organized for presentation in our common study sessions here at Queen of Peace Monastery. (The

Author)
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They have had a lasting influence on the universal church. They represent one of the high

points of Christianity by reason of their holiness, character and culture. All three are

numbered among the greatest theologians of the Church.

The "Cappadocians" and Evagrius

All three were in different ways, teachers, friends and mentors to Evagrius, who is

indebted to each of them in different degrees for much of his doctrine.
2
(Evagrius was placed

prior to the Cappadocians in our study because he belongs in the section on Egyptian

monasticism.
3

)

Basil ordained Evagrius lector, Gregory of Nazianzen was his tutor, and invited him

to join him at the Council of Constantinople in the capacity of archdeacon, to which he

ordained him. Years later Evagrius writes with deep affection for his former mentor
4
and in

his Testament Gregory writes of his gratitude for the loyal friendship of Evagrius.
5
Gregory of

Nyssa, brother of Basil and himself a bishop, gave the opening address at the council. "No

doubt he and Evagrius spent a great deal of time discussing the theology and political

questions agitating the Church at that moment in her history. Gregory had made a deep
impression at the court and Theodosius chose him to be Imperial Councillor. Doubtless he

and Evagrius also discussed some of the problems of the spiritual life, which Gregory had

treated of in his writings. It seems likely that it was at this period that the theological views

that Evagrius would take from Gregory of Nyssa came to his knowledge and were first

reflected upon.
6

Basil the Great, 330-379

Basil's outstanding qualifications as an ecclesiastical statesman and organizer, as a

great exponent of Christian doctrine and as a second Athanasius in the defence of

orthodoxy, as the Father of oriental monasticism and reformer of the liturgy, warrant the

conferring of such a title. "Basil's main concern was the unity of the Church. The almost total

lack of such unity among the Christians in the East and between the bishops of the East and
West caused him to enlist the patronage of Athanasius in his attempt to establish better

relations between Rome and the Orient. He even addressed a letter to Pope Damasus in

which he described the terrible condition of the churches in the East and begged him to pay

them a visit. (Letter 70). He was convinced that orthodoxy would succeed only if there were
no dissensions and no waste of strength among the believers. Unfortunately, one obstacle

stood out prominently....namely the dispute of Paulinus and Miletius as to which of the two

was the lawful bishop of Antioch. Basil's appeal to Athanasius and to Rome for the healing

of this schism was rejected, mainly because the hierarchy of the West was opposed to

Miletius whom he favoured, and recognized Paulinus. Thus the letters which came back

from Rome affirmed the community of faith but offered no assistance. Nevertheless he lived

to see at least the dawning of better days, when the Emperor Valens died on August 9, 378,

and external conditions permitted the restoration of peace. Basil himself passed away on

January 1, 379, aged 49 years. Two years later the second Ecumenical Council met at

Constantinople and the Emperor Theodosius brought order and unity to the Church, opening

the doors to all who adhered to the faith of Nicaea. There is no doubt that Basil had laid the

foundation for this great moment in the history of Christianity.
7
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Saint Gregory of Nazianzus, 329-389 8

Gregory was bom about 329. He studied in Athens with his friend Basil (and with

Julian the Apostate, who subsequently attempted to restore paganism in the empire) for

about ten years, till he was about 27 years of age. His yearnings were for the monastic or

ascetic life, and having consulted his dear friend Basil they resolved together to quit the

world for the service of God alone. They lived together for a time in Neocaesarea in Pontus

where Basil gathered a brotherhood of cenobites. Together he and Basil compiled the

Philokalia, an anthology of the works of Origen, and Gregory helped his friend in the

compilation of his famous rules. He then returned to Nazianzen to assist his father who was
Bishop of the place and who ordained his son forcibly, probably at Christmas 361. Wounded
and grieved at the pressure put on him he fled back to his solitude and the company of Saint

Basil; but after some weeks' reflection returned to Nazianzus where he preached his first

sermon on Easter Sunday, and afterward wrote the remarkable apologetic treatise on the

priestly office, the foundation of countless subsequent writings on the same subject.

A few years later Basil was made bishop of Caesarea and metropolitan of

Cappadocia. The Arian emperor Valens, who was jealous of Basil's influence against the

Arians, divided Cappadocia into two provinces. Basil continued to claim ecclesiastical

jurisdiction over the whole province, and faced with a rival Arian bishop at Tyana, he

founded a new see at Sasima, installing his friend Gregory as its bishop, totally against his

will. Gregory felt like "a bone flung to the dogs," called Sasima "a detestable little place

without water or grass or any mark of civilization" and refused to reside there. Basil accused

him of shirking his duty. He accused Basil of making him a pawn in ecclesiastical politics.

Their friendship suffered a severe breach, which took some time to heal. Gregory suffered a

breakdown and took some time to recuperate, afterwards returning to Nazianzen as

coadjutor to his aged father. Following the death of his parents he devoted his inheritance to

the poor and retired to a monastery at Seleuci living there in solitude for some three years in

preparation for what was to be the crowning work of his life.

The Council of Constantinople

In 379, after the death of Valens and three weeks after Basil's death, Gregory was
asked by a remnant of persecuted Catholics to come to Constantinople to preach. For thirty

years Arians had controlled the city and the orthodox did not even have a church there.

Gregory went. He converted his own house into a church, which he described as "an

Anastasia, the scene of the resurrection of the faith." Not only faithful Catholics but also

many heretics gathered in the humble chapel, attracted by Gregory's sanctity, learning and

eloquence. It was in this chapel that he delivered the five wonderful discourses on the faith

of Nicaea - unfolding the doctrine of the Trinity while safeguarding the unity of the Godhead
- which gained for him, alone of all Christian teachers except the Apostle Saint John, the

special title of Theologus or, the Divine. People flocked to hear him preach; even Saint

Jerome came in from the desert and made himself his student, and the city was largely won
over to the Athanasian (catholic) position by his powers of persuasion. The following year he

was consecrated Bishop of Constantinople, the second see of Christendom. In 381, he

presided at the Second Ecumenical Council of Constantinople, which confirmed the

Athanasian position of the earlier Council of Nicaea (325).

No summary, not even a faithful verbal translation, can give any adequate idea of the

combined subtlety and lucidity of thought, and rare beauty of expression of these wonderful

discourses, in which ...Gregory "has summed up and closed the controversy of a whole
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century." The best evidence of their value and power lies in the fact that for fourteen

centuries they have been a mine whence the greatest theologians of Christendom have

drawn treasures of wisdom to illustrate and support their own teaching on the deepest

mysteries of the Catholic faith.

When factions broke out in the Council because of his nomination to the See of

Constantinople Gregory resigned, returned to Nazianzus and took charge of the diocese

until two years later a satisfactory successor to his father was consecrated. Relieved of his

burden Gregory spent the last years of his earthly life on a small portion of the family estate

at Azianzum, entirely devoted to his literary pursuits and monastic practices, until the last

burden, his sickly body was taken from him. He died in 389 at the age of 60. By nature a

gentle man and by genius and training a scholar, throughout his life he was involved in

controversies, disputes and misunderstandings, in which his sensitive and essentially

reasonable temperament suffered much, and not only from his ostensible enemies. He is an

outstanding example of those saints whose lives, as far as immediate results go, seem a

series of disappointments and ill success, yet who with the passage of time are seen to be

great both in themselves and in their work.

Saint Gregory of Nyssa, 335-394

Mystic, theologian and humanist, St. Gregory of Nyssa's vision of human life in

relationship to God informs his entire thought. Gregory saw life as an unending progress of

discovering what God is doing in human life and sin as a refusal to keep on growing in this

discovery, for "the one thing truly worthwhile in life is becoming God's friend." Deep delight in

human life and great optimism suffuse his writings.

Born about the year 335, Gregory was neither an outstanding administrator like Basil

nor a great preacher and poet like Nazianzen. But as a speculative theologian and mystic he
is certainly the most gifted of the three great Cappadocians.

9

The family was deeply religious, renowned for its Christian spirit as well as for its

nobility and wealth. His father, Basil, a famous rhetorician at Neocaesarea in Pontus, was a

son of Saint Macrina the Elder, a disciple of Saint Gregory the Wonderworker. His mother

Emmelia, daughter of a martyr, gave birth to ten children, three of whom became bishops:

Saint Basil, Saint Gregory of Nyssa and Saint Peter of Sebaste, while her oldest daughter is

well known as Saint Macrina the Younger, a model of the ascetic life. Another brother,

Naucratius, a lawyer, was inclined to a life of asceticism but died too young to realize his

desires. A letter of Gregory to his brother Peter exhibits the gratitude which both cherished

for their brother Basil, whom Gregory calls "our father and our master."

After he had been ordained a lector in the church, he decided for a worldly career,

became a teacher of rhetoric, married, and settled down to the life of a Christian layman. It

was the influence of his friends, especially Gregory of Nazianzus, which eventually

determined him to retire to the monastery in Pontus that St. Basil had founded on the Iris. He
became a priest in 362, (this did not affect his marriage), and in the autumn of 371, at age
36, he was raised to the see of Nyssa by his brother Basil, who desperately needed the

votes and support of Athanasian Bishops in his struggle with the Arian Emperor Valens.

Although he had received Episcopal consecration against his own free will, he did not

disappoint Basil as Gregory of Nazianzus did. He actually went to Nyssa and remained

there, but failed to live up to the expectations of his brother and metropolitan, who criticized

his lack of firmness in dealing with people and his unfitness for church politics. He met with
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violent opposition from the heretics of that place who did not hesitate to undermine his

position with trumped up charges of misappropriation of Church funds. As a result he was
deposed in 376, but returned after the death of the Arian Emperor Valens in 378. In 381 he

took a prominent part in the Second Ecumenical Council at Constantinople side by side with

Gregory of Nazianzus.

Among the three great Cappadocians Gregory of Nyssa is by far the most versatile

and successful author. His writings reveal a depth and breadth of thought which surpass that

of Basil and Gregory of Nazianzus. One is struck by his openmindedness towards contem-

porary currents of intellectual life, by his great adaptability and the keenness of his thought.

The spiritual doctrine of Gregory of Nyssa is found chiefly in his ascetic writings.

They justify the title "Father of Mysticism" which has been given to this great Cappadocian.

While his brother Basil was the lawgiver for Eastern asceticism and his sister Macrina played

an important role in both her brothers' vocations, as well as the development of communities

for women, Gregory supplements his brother's and sister's efforts with his teaching on

spirituality. Basil gave Eastern monasticism its organization, and Gregory inspired its

characteristic religious outlook. He furnished the first organic and systematic presentation of

the Christian faith after Origen. His doctrinal speculations reach far beyond the contem-

porary controversies and contribute to the progress of theology as such. It is beginning to

be recognized that Gregory of Nyssa was one of the most powerful and most original

thinkers ever known in the history of the Church. He is also one of the spiritual writers who
most deeply influenced the spirituality of Eastern monasticism

11 and mystical theology down
to the present. He died in 395, aged 59.

Macrina the Younger, 327-379 12

Gregory of Nyssa states that he composed the Life of Macrina, his beloved sister,

based on his own personal knowledge and information, in order that the example of her

"who had reached the highest summit of human virtue by true wisdom, should not fall into

oblivion but be of advantage for others." (Her biography belongs to Gregory's ascetic works.)

Gregory presents Macrina as a model of Christian perfection, to be imitated by others who
have the same ambition. He describes in simple and touching language her love for the

reading of Scripture, and the help she gave her mother in the raising of her younger brothers

and sisters. He does not forget the influence she had on Basil and on himself. He relates in

all candour how she rescued Basil for the ascetic life.

...the great Basil returned after his long period of education, already a

practiced rhetorician. He was puffed up beyond measure with the pride of

oratory and looked down on the local dignitaries, excelling in his own
estimation all the men of leading rank and position. Nevertheless Macrina

took him in hand (emphasis added) and with such speed did she draw him

also toward the mark of philosophy that he forsook the glories of this world

and despised fame gained by speaking, and deserted it for this busy life

where one toils with one's hands. His renunciation of property was complete,

lest anything should impede the life of virtue.

Gregory is at his best when he depicts his sister as the model of the spiritual mother

in the convent on the banks of the river Iris. She fosters by precept and example the angelic

life that she shares with her daughters in religion. A rare combination of natural and super-
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natural gifts equipped her for this leadership among women devoted wholeheartedly to God

and to their neighbor.

The Vita is a gem of early hagiographical literature and an important historical source

as well for the two great brothers. Lowther Clarke remarks: "Had the story been written in the

Greek of the 4
th
century BC instead of the 4

th
century AD, it would probably have been one

of the world's classics."
13

The Monasteries of Pontus 14

Basil chose for his experiment a spot of much natural beauty on the banks of the Iris.

At Annesi, on the opposite side of the river, his mother Emmelia and sister Macrina were

living on the family estate. Basil gathered a community of men like-minded with himself,

while Macrina.. .began to organise a monastery on her side of the river. Basil took

Pachomius' cenobium at Tebennesi for his model, with certain modifications suggested by

his own original and practical mind.

In the Life we find a double monastery, the men presided over by Peter, (youngest

brother), the women by Macrina. This seems to have been a natural development of the

earlier ascetic family life to which Macrina had drawn her mother after the death of

Nucratius. We do not know to what extent it conformed to the regulations for double

monasteries prescribed by Basil in his Rules. ...It may be surmised that, when Basil became
a bishop and Peter reached man's estate, the brethren were transferred to the opposite

bank and came under the joint rule of Macrina and Peter.

The case could be made that it was Macrina who enabled the others in the

immediate family to attain such fame. Throughout her life she was a major pillar of strength

for her family. She wins her mother to a life of simplicity and piety; Basil over to the "ideal of

philosophy." As for Peter, when he was born she took charge of him and was his "father,

mother, teacher, guide." Gregory, four years her junior, called her his teacher. He humbly
relates how she took him in hand when he was complaining of being exiled and persecuted

by the Arians:

Will you not put an end to your failure to recognize good things which come
from God? ... You are renowned in cities and peoples and nations. Churches
send you forth and call on you as ally and reformer, and do you not see the

grace in this? Do you not even realize the true course of such great

blessings, that our parents prayers are lifting you on high, for you have little or

no capacity for such success?

According to Kevin Corrigan,
16

in Gregory's eyes, she outshone them all. "He idolized

her." He concludes: "Macrina is the true matriarch of the monastic traditions initiated by Basil

and Peter. She is therefore a major founder of the Cappadocian ascetic life and ultimately of

Basilian monasticism. Such a conclusion," he states, "cannot be avoided if one looks

impartially at the evidence."

Her incomparably beautiful deathbed prayer bears witness to the fact that Holy

Scripture permeated her every word.
17 Whether she had formal philosophical training or not,

she was at the centre of an intellectual family.
18
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For Macrina and Gregory, philosophy is the spirit of living wisdom which embraces
the whole of human life: prayer, manual work, hospitality, care of the sick, the poor and the

dying. It is a life entirely given to God, a life not without risk, a life lived 'on the boundaries' of

human nature. It includes a vibrant intellectuality, life-long study and a spirit of true inquiry,

and it culminates in the divine love of a person, Christ.
19
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JEREMIAH: A CHARACTER SKETCH

Sister Anna Marie, O.P.

Elmira, NY

INTRODUCTION

Somehow we have come to believe that God invites only unique, extraordinary people to

undertake the role of Prophet or spokesperson for himself. We do admire Jeremiah, but at the

same time, we have no desire to imitate him. At this point we need to recall the reality of our

Christian Baptism, which destines each one of us to participate in some way in Christ's role of

priest, prophet and king.
1 A prophet is indeed one who speaks for God; but this can take many

forms, even the silent witness of example. The daily life of every Christian must articulate in

some concrete way the baptismal challenge of his or her prophetic vocation.

Using the categories of the biblical theologian Walter Brueggemann, we can speak of

the criticizing and energizing dimensions of the prophetic call.
2
In the criticizing mode, we are to

point out the evils and wrongs that exist in our society. We must say it the way it is. In the

energizing mode, we are to show how hope can become a reality for those who think that

change is impossible. We must say it the way it can be. Both dimensions are admirably

expressed in the narrative of the call of Jeremiah: 'This day I set you over nations and over

kingdoms, to root up and to tear down, to destroy and to demolish, to build up and to plant " (Jer

1:10).

JEREMIAH'S CALL

Jeremiah, a member of a priestly levitical family from the village of Anathoth in the

territory of Benjamin (Jer 1:1), received his call as a very young man from Yahweh. He is

commanded to undertake a formidable task:

See, I place my words in your mouth! This day I set you over nations and over

kingdoms, to root up and to tear down, to destroy and to demolish, to build and
to plant (Jer 1:9-10).

This overwhelming encounter and the powerful reassurance of God's Presence and

Transcendence assures Jeremiah that the one who chose him and commissioned him had the

power to do what he wills. J. W. Miller advocates a similar position:

It was believed among the Levitical community to which Jeremiah belongs, that

in every generation a man would appear who would be, for that generation, a

prophet like Moses (Deut 18:14-15). Yahweh would put his words in his mouth
and by virtue of this he would be Yahweh's messenger for that particular time

(Deut18:18-19).
3

Jeremiah's conviction of his call was based on the prophetic experience of being

summoned in a pair of visions. (Hebrew Nabi-"One who is called," and the Greek pro-phates-

"One who speaks on behalf of another" i.e., a herald). His "mystical" experience, as it were, was
felt in a profound and powerful way, so that whatever insight came to him he could say with
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conviction, "Thus says the Lord."

His preaching stressed typical northern motifs and Mosaic covenant traditions:

Thus says the Lord, the God of Israel: Cursed be the man who does not observe

the terms of this covenant, which I enjoined upon your fathers the day I brought

them up out of the land of Egypt, that iron foundry, saying: listen to my voice and

do all that I command you (Jer 11:2-5; see also 2:5-8).

Jeremiah's oracle is a profound response to Yahweh's call. He warns of impending

disaster which will arrive at God's bidding, since Judah and Jerusalem have forsaken the Lord

and have turned to other gods. God's order to "gird up your loins," (Jer 1:17) as one does before

heavy work, only underscores the seriousness of the situation.

Jeremiah is also given the symbolic labels of "fortified city, an iron pillar, and bronze

walls" (Jer 1:18), denoting his invincibility as a spokesperson for Yahweh. They also suggest the

degree of (God's) protection for those who remain faithful to the covenant and to God's word.

JEREMIAH'S MESSAGE

Jeremiah began to preach while the country of Judah still suffered from the effects of the

reign of the notorious Manasseh. It was Jeremiah's analysis of the situation, his single-minded

sense of commitment to and mission from Yahweh, and his experience of and awareness of

the ideals of a just and life-giving community that gave his words and his preaching their clarity

and power.

As the situation deteriorated and the leadership stubbornly persisted in their misguided

policy, Jeremiah realized that his call for repentance was going to be futile. For he was calling

for nothing less than a fundamental realignment of the nation in keeping with its covenantal

laws, and based on a true change of values and allegiances. The burden of Jeremiah's

message was that Judah's internal order was so corrupt that it would be swept away by Neo-

Babylonia unless the leadership repented and practiced the social justice that they had for so

long been violating.

Israel cherished two major covenants. The principal one was the Mosaic covenant (Ex

19:20). In this pact God promised to bless the people if they complied with the law. The other

covenant, made between God and the house of David, promised that David's dynasty would

always reign in Judah (2 Sam 7).

The Davidic covenant with its royal privileges and Messianic theology was very important

and continues to be so today. However, it is the Mosaic covenant that characterized Israel as

the people of God, and it was in terms of their allegiance to the conditions of this covenant that

they would be rewarded or punished.

The prophet Jeremiah's function can be said to be analogous to that of a new Moses,

both in declaring God's words and interceding for the people. Three times he mentions that the

Lord chided him for his compassion, as if he were at fault: "As for you, do not pray for this

people, or lift up cry or prayer for them, and do not intercede with me, for I do not hear you"

(Jer 7:16; 11:14; 14:11).
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Lawrence Boadt also observes:

Despite the loneliness, the sense of frustration and the very horror of having to

tell his own people that God was going to wipe out their country, Jeremiah kept

his first and greatest loyalty to the word that God had given him to speak - like it

or not!
4

Jeremiah warns of an impending disaster which, like a boiling pot tilted toward them from

the north, will spill on the people of Judah (Jer 1:13-14). They are to understand that this

disaster will arrive at God's bidding, since Judah and Jerusalem have forsaken the Lord and

have turned to other gods. Dramatic change, whether welcome or not, will force itself upon the

nation.

The people of Jerusalem rejected Jeremiah and his message. He met only hostility from

the Judahites. This opposition became so strong that at times it tempted Jeremiah to severe

discouragement, and apparently caused him great personal suffering. Because of his

Deuteronomic background Jeremiah found it easy to interpret the meaning of Yahweh's
message of repentance. This, however, was alien to the people of Jerusalem who believed

that Yahweh would never punish them. Therefore, Jeremiah's message disturbed them so much
that their only solution was to silence him (even if this meant killing him).

The Prophet is clearly different from most of the people. He is the exception that

confirms the rule. Jeremiah will be "against the whole land: against Judah 's kings and princes,

against its priests and people" (Jer 1:18). In the face of massive public resistance, it is no

wonder that the prophet did not accept this call too readily.

JEREMIAH'S STRUGGLES

'Woe is me, my mother, for you bore me, a man of strife and contention to the whole

land. I neither lend nor borrow yet all of them curse me "(Jer 15:10). He cries out to the Lord -

'Why is my suffering continual, my wound incurable, refusing to be healed?" (Jer 15:18).

Jeremiah's reaction fluctuates between a human desire to be avenged on his persecutors and a

need for reassurance from his Divine Master by this avenging of Jeremiah's foes in his lifetime.

His life's work was a compulsion from which there was no escape. ".
. . there seemed to be a

fire burning in my heart, imprisoned in my bones. The effort to restrain it wearied me, I could not

bear it" (Jer 20:9).

Jeremiah was unpopular because he took the view that Judah had forfeited, at least for

the time, her position of privilege, due to her grievous and continuing acts of treachery; that

Yahweh had appointed Babylon to be the agent of his wrath; and that Babylon was to enjoy a

period of sovereignty over Judah (Jer 25:1-1 1). This is consistent with the fact that Jeremiah

adopted a positive attitude to the exile - advising the people to accept it (Jer 27:12).

As frightening as the vision of destruction portrayed in this passage (25:1-1 1 ) may be,

Jeremiah's own plight seems even more poignant. The prophet is not an outsider to the

situation. He is not announcing doom to an unfamiliar city or a foreign people. He himself is a

native of Judah, so the Judahites are his compatriots. Jeremiah cannot exempt himself from the

devastation that he predicts. He is not eager to announce God's exacting words to his people.

His prophetic vocation demands a personal transformation even on his part, a transformation

that he foresees will estrange him permanently from his own people.

The heart of the prophetic vocation is allegiance to the covenant. Since only an insider
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will really understand this commitment and its responsibilities, the prophet must be a memberof
the covenanted community. This is really the cause of the conflict that tears at the prophet's

heart. He is fervently committed to the covenant that has been violated, and yet passionately

devoted to the people who violated it. Jeremiah stands and acts upon the Exodus-Sinai tradition

and the messianic tradition associated with David, which are highlighted in the broad foundation

of his preaching.

CONCLUSION

Jeremiah was still alive when Jerusalem was taken, and eventually he was carried off to

Egypt after the murder of Gedaliah, the regent appointed by the Babylonians (Jer 40:44).

Tradition says that there he was stoned to death.

Jeremiah's life was thus one of apparent failure, of repeated disappointment, of bodily

suffering and mental anguish. It is not surprising that this man, whose life bears a close

resemblance to that of Jesus, should have been identified with him in New Testament times

(Matt 16:14).

Strangely enough, in view of his fame and importance, Jeremiah added little that was
new to the contributions of his predecessors. He has nothing more to say than Amos had

already said about the right conduct that a righteous God demands of his people. He merely

underlines Hosea's emphasis on God's love and Isaiah's insistence on moral holiness. In

effect, his chief contribution lies simply in the witness of his own life. He is par excellence the

"incarnation" of the Prophetic message, and it is this that makes him at once the most human
and most sympathetic of figures in the Old Testament. "It is as though, with this prophet to some
special degree, the word was becoming flesh."

5

1 Catechism of the Catholic Church, # 783.
2 See The Prophetic Imagination (Fortress Press, 1989), especially chapters 4 & 5, 44-79.
3 Meet the Prophets: A Beginner's Guide to the Books of the Biblical Prophets (New York: Paulist, 1 987),

163.
4 Reading the Old Testament: An Introduction (Mahaw, New Jersey / New York: Paulist Press, 1 984), 372.
5 Meet the Prophets, 149.
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I will enter and give thanks.

I will hasten to the "hill country" with the One who lives

within me - with His message - for each and all -

and his words will come true to the full:

"Joy and gladness shall be yours!"

Sister Mary Vncent, O.P.

Farmington Hills, MI
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THE OPEN DOOR 1

Sister Mary Vincent, O.P.

Farmington Hills, Ml

Every human person stands before a door: the door to God, to happiness, to peace.

Is it closed or open for you?

The mystery of the Incarnation proclaims: "The door is open!" It is a door that swings

both ways - inwards towards us and outwards to God. The door is flung open because Jesus

has broken down the barrier of sin and separation by His coming, His dying and rising, His

passing through to us, His passing over to His Father for us - where He intercedes for us,

waits for us to pass through and follow Him to His throne and to His joy.

The mystery of the Incarnation, of Christianity means joy. The Angel sang: "Behold I

bring tidings of great joy to be shared by the whole people" (Lk 2:10). The shepherds were not

the first to hear the glad tidings. Mary was. In her were the desires of Adam and Eve, of the

prophets, of all the little ones of old - stretching out towards a closed door. Now the door was
opening. Mary listened, young, full of expectation and wonder. How can this be? Am I to

bear a kingly son - the promised one - the one who gives and forgives and desires to come
to set us free?

What did the Angel say? What did this messenger of heaven declare? This: that God
desires to come to you, Mary, and to His people. If you have been waiting, how much longer

has God. Divine Joy waits with passionate desire. Divine Joy who will completely wipe away
sin, pain, alienation, and all our loneliness because He would be here, right here! For us,

with us, even in us.

Mary, with arms outstretched before this closed door, realized that this door was
opening - and she said "Yes" with all the ardor of her womanhood, her holiness, her grace.

The Word who created is created. He passed through the closed door of our "No" and Mary

passed through all created possibilities. It was a mutual embrace of bounding desire. And
Jesus, as one of us said to us: "I am in love with you! I will do anything to bring you to Myself

and to My joy."

The Word takes our flesh, our body, our burdens, our human hopes. He entered our

human drama and dilemma and gives us divine dignity, destiny and joy. The prayer of the

Angelus declares this profound theological truth - lifting us, calling us as the bells ring out the

great lyrics of our Redemption - bidding us to pass through the open door, as He passes into

our humanity, our lives, our disjointed world of concerns and responsibilities of all kinds.

These mighty lyrics of heaven's revelation descend and ascend with ever-greater

intensity, calling us to an ever higher, richer key of love and purpose and fulfillment. They
ring out: we have a holy God - who hears, who waits, who desires, who speaks our name,

who speaks His joy, His vibrant life in our deepest being. He creates us anew with His

coming. Then it is that we have courage to walk any path of suffering.

Mary, we enter with you, merging our feeble desire with yours and His as we pass

through this open door - this open door swinging both ways, into the Mystery of God and

into the mystery of humanity - this open door to the fullness of divine life and joy.

These four short articles were originally given as homilies during a Vespers at our Monastery.
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THE DISGUISE

In one of his great novels called "The Mutual Friend," Charles Dickens tells the story

of a young man, John Harmon, who leaves home early on. His father dies and leaves him a

great deal of money, on the condition that he marry a certain woman. John starts back for

home, but he does not want to marry anyone who may just want his money. So John

disguises himself, and in a series of intricate schemes and happenings, he works as a lowly

secretary for former servants of his father who are next in line to get his inheritance. The
young woman in question, Bellah, is befriended into the kind company of the people who
inherit John's money. (All the while they think him dead and the young woman does not

know his real identity). At first Bellah loves the money, the high society, the prestige. She
struggles because she is fascinated by high society and many beautiful things.

John loves her and tests her in many ways. Will she stick up for him when he is

disgraced? Will she follow him and leave all the comfort, friends, luxury and sophistication

when he is fired? After they are married will she trust him when he does strange things and

gives no explanation! All the while he hides his true identity. He seems just a poor secretary

- he stays in the background and watches. In the end she loves him for himself. To his

rapturous joy. And hers. Only then does he reveal himself with tender apologies - and the

flood gates open.

It struck me that this is THE great struggle of every human life. Will I love God for

Himself and not for His gifts? Even if there seems nothing in it for me! For years I struggled

with this.

Redemption is just like this story of Dickens. God comes disguised. At Bethlehem He
is a helpless baby, poor, hidden away in a shabby, deserted stable. On Calvary He is naked,

despised, abandoned. Now where is He? He still is disguised. Is it not true that He comes to

us only in disguises? In the Sacraments. In daily happenings. In other people. In His

moment by moment whispering to my spirit. In a deep abiding, in-livening, in-lightening, in-

couraging, in-abling, in-flaming. Ours is a life of faith. Faith following the disguised facts.

Yes, truly Jesus still comes. Jesus comes in many disguises. Will I wait with

expectation? Will I watch out for Him? Will I love Him for Himself? Or am I still seeking the

gifts - something for myself? And all the while the hero - Jesus - waits in the dark to give

Himself - He who said "I am the Light of the world." Will I give Him the joy of wanting Him
alone - not His "money," His gifts? He comes disguised. God's plan is very intricate. But it

moves on surely, strongly - toward fulfillment. God's plan will be fulfilled. Isaiah, John the

Baptist, Paul, Dominic and all His holy ones proclaim it. Nothing will stop Him.

I have a part. A mutual part. Will I love Him for Himself - not for what He gives me?
He loves me for myself. He comes in many disguises wanting me. He comes and He will

reveal Himself. He knocks. The door is open. He passes through. In the meantime will I look

for Him and find Him in His disguises?
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THE ETERNAL IN TIME

When we begin a journey we look to our destination, to where we are going, to the

end. We consider what has happened and what might happen. The end we have in mind

determines the steps we take in time. The Church too, looks to the past, to the present, to

the end of time and always to the One who entered our time - Jesus, Son of God - who as

Word made flesh dwelt among us to take us to the Timeless - to the Eternal.

Time is important, tremendously important. For some, time just means money,

pleasure, greed. For many, time means pain, frustration, struggle. Christ entered time. It was
pain and struggle for Him too. Yet, for Jesus, time was love. Time shall cease, but love is

eternal. "I give them eternal life - the one who abides in Me has eternal life." Has . Now. In

this present moment.

"As the Father has loved Me, so I have loved you. Abide in My love (Jn 15:9)."

"I have revealed Your name, and I will continue to reveal it so that Your love

for Me may live in them, and I may live in them (Jn 17:26).

The present moment is the meeting with the Eternal. Eternal in the Scriptures is

shown as that which is forever, as psalm 107 proclaims: "O give thanks to the Lord for He is

good, for His love endures forever." But the truest definition is given in psalm 93: "Your

throne has stood firm from of old. From all eternity, O Lord, You are." Eternal and eternity

mean: God is. God has no past or future. God simply is, complete, unchanging,

unchangeable. A Presence. God - all of God, all His wisdom, all His love, all His strength is

completely present to us at any moment. The present moment touches the ever-present

Presence, the Eternal - the eternal God.

Prayer does that. Love does that. God is wholly present in this moment. And all of

time is present to Him, as a book He holds in His hand. The book can be opened to any

page, but it is all in His hand. He sees and knows it as complete. We have always been in

Him who is fathomless love; born into time from this Mystery of love, time for us who live in

Him, is love.

Jesus lived such a short life, (it could have been so much longer - think of the good
He could have accomplished.) But it was a complete life, full of love, from beginning to end.

Living for us, dying for us, entrusting His Spirit of Love to us. This love meets you and me in

the Present Moment. The present moment is fullness - if I will just be content with that and

be aware - be in awe - be strengthened for the struggle. To be, to live in the eternal now of

God is to be transformed, to transcend time by filling it with love in the present - it is all I

have. The present moment: it is full of God. I am created for nothing else. Nothing less.

It is a life of faith. "The one who believes in Me - has eternal life." St John's Gospel is

full of the revelation of the eternal - the Eternal in time. Christ in us. Father, Son and Spirit in

us and we in this Eternal Fountain. The eternal meeting - the present moment touches the

eternal. Am I aware, am I grateful for this Love - this abiding Presence who enables me to

live and to give - till He wipe away every tear from every face - till time shall be no more?
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THE BURNING BUSH STILL BURNS

The great story of the Exodus is recounted to us at Office of Readings during the first

four weeks of Lent. We hear over and over the astounding words: "The Lord said." God is

speaking in a real communication and revelation of concern and action. There is more.

There is movement - divine and human: The Lord passing over, giving pardon, hope and

new life; the people passing over to become God's own. Exodus begins with a woman, a

mother desperately trying to save her little son from death. (Think of the anguish and terror

of those days, of Eve's days when she lost her Abel, the anguish of our days.) Moses was
saved and became a savior. And that story begins with the Burning Bush who speaks, who
reveals the Name above every name "I AM who forever was and is. " And this all-holy One
reveals His plan, His concern, His desire for His people: "Let My people go free."

Moses would be an unwilling and faltering instrument: "I can't speak," then "this

people is too heavy a burden for me" - but he prayed, he tried, he did lead God's people out.

That Passing-over continues. In the fullness of time the Burning Bush came once more -

incarnate! to lead His people home. This Son, this Burning Bush still burns. In the liturgy of

the second Sunday of Lent we see Him glorious, transfigured. The three disciples fell down
before Him, as Moses bowed down on holy ground before the Bush that was not consumed,
and that called his name. By this vision they were strengthened to cross the desert of life - to

transfiguration.

The Burning Bush still burns. He burned out on Calvary, but no, this was Light in the

darkness - the awful darkness of the mystery of iniquity. There was another woman in

anguish. She offered her Son and that Incarnate Light offered everything. The darkness did

not overcome it - will never overcome the Light and Love that forever IS.

This Burning Bush calls us today: "Come out! Cross the desert of trials and testing."

The Church responds and is on the move. "We have here no abiding city," the letter to the

Hebrews proclaims to us in the 5th and 6th weeks of Lent. Jesus is our offering, our refuge,

who has passed through...and entered beyond the veil. The story of the Exodus and of

Hebrews is a passing over. God passed over the blood-stained lintels of His people and
called them: "Come out! Come out of your slavery, your sins, idolatry, (I do worship myself),

selfishness, your wining, your complaints and indifference, your lack of faith."

The Bush still burns with incredible desire. The Passing over to the heavenly

Jerusalem continues until the end of time. We do not see Him, but we believe that the Son,

the Burning Bush, leads us, a vast throng. We are on holy ground and must take off our

shoes, and realize our radical unworthiness. God's plan and desire are so immense, our

response so meager and faulty. It is a great grace to see and acknowledge my radical

unworthiness, to take off my shoes and bend low.

Yes God, the I AM, ever burns. The Burning Bush calls saints and sinners (Moses
had murdered a man). The Love of the I AM abides, abides with us in our Pass-over. We
keep our eyes fixed on Jesus and His burning Blood, His burning Cross. God forbid that I

glory in anything else. Amen.
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The deep, almost uncontrollable

CAugmcR

which springs From Qospel joy

£ar from being something that is unspiritual

or shallow or escapist

T
is, in fact,

simply an ecstasy of the inner heart,

a saving "movement" away

from the preciosity of old self-love,

an impulse of surrender and delight

toward the neighbor and toward Qod.

Vaul Murray, OV
from "^Dominicans and happiness

<DMS, Volume 22, 2005, page 66
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Cindy Ellie Winkworth

Dear Cindy Ellie Winkworth
Sanguine lady that I know,

She wiggles her whole body,

When she laughs from head to toe.

She's really very funny,

How I love to hear her laugh,

It brings me sound well-being

In those moments aftermath.

There's such a telling tonic

At her story or her joke,

I feel so unencumbered,

Lifts my troubles from their yoke.

We must give all the "Winkworths"

A theater for their joy,

That place deep within our heart

Where true freedom we employ.

For in the Lord's great mercy,

Is His love for us on earth

That helps us through life's troubles,

The abundance of His mirth.

God made us to be happy,

An endowment from our birth,

Do not neglect to laugh a lot,

And wink for all you're worth!

Sister Mary Regina, O.P.

Langley, BC, Canada
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GUIDELINES FOR CONTRIBUTORS
TO DOMINICAN MONASTIC SEARCH (2007-2008)

We encourage all who can do so to write for Dominican Monastic Search. The deadline

for manuscripts is February 1
st

for the Spring issue of 2008. Appropriate subjects include

scripture, theology, philosophy, spirituality, Dominican life, and the liberal arts insofar as they

contribute to our Dominican vocation. Translations and Book reviews are also welcome.

Before submission to the editors, all articles must be received by your local contact

person. She is asked to see that they are proofread for spelling, grammar, punctuation, etc.,

and if the author cannot do so, to type them according to the guidelines. But she will encourage

the author at all times, and pass on the article to the DMS editors.

Manuscripts submitted in typewriting or computer printout should be clear, single-

spaced, and on one side of the paper only. Please follow as many as possible of the computer

guidelines given below, even if you are using a typewriter. The editors may deem an article not

suitable for this particular publication (DMS), but dialogue will always be cordial in any

observations or changes thought necessary.

FORMAT FOR SUBMISSION ON DISK

Since DMS employs a uniform style, we welcome the submission of your manuscript on

disk, always accompanied by a printout. When possible use The Chicago Manual of Style

(15
th

Edition). Please follow this format:

PROGRAM: Word Perfect 6, 8, or 9 may be used or Microsoft Word, up to Microsoft 2000.

MARGINS, etc.; 1" top and bottom. 1.12 on left and right sides. Full justification. Set

Widow/Orphan protect ON. Use no printed page numbers; on the back of each page pencil its

number.

FONT: Use the ARIAL font. Use either 11 or 1 2 pt. size for body copy, 1 pt. size is suitable for

Endnotes.

TITLE: Position the title against the left margin, 13 PT. BOLD. Put author's name below, in font

size of body copy, using the FLUSH RIGHT format to secure it to that margin. Add your

monastery's location beneath author's name.

SPACING: For TITLE, triple space between author's monastery and beginning of article. Single-

space the body copy. Double-space between paragraphs and before major headings.

NOTES: Use ENDNOTES, Follow current academic form. L & R margins of 1.12" as above.

These margins and the ARIAL font must be entered into the program's "Document Style" in

order to affect the endnotes (Click: "Format/Styles/Document Style/Edit"). Any font size smaller

than the article must be entered into an endnote style. (Click "Insert/Endnote

Number/Options/Advanced Note"). Omit "p" or "pp" for page numbers; give only the number of

the page.
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CORPUS CHRISTI MONASTERY
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Menlo Park, CA 94025-3272

nunsmenlo@comcast.net 650-322-1801

QUEEN OF PEACE MONASTERY
9383 222nd Street

Langley, BCV1M3T7
Canada

peacenun@shaw.ca 604-513-3665

MONASTERY OF OUR LADY OF THE ROSARY
Rosaryhill, Bulao, Cainta, Rizal, 1900

Philippines

op_cainta@edsamail.com.ph

QUEEN OF ANGELS MONASTERY
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